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Tornado strikes Henderson;
storms rumble through state
By The Associated Press
Much of Kentucky remained
under a severe thunderstorm
watch until early today after a
funnel cloud touched down in
Henderson County, blowing the
roof partly off of a school and
damaging a mobile home, said
authorities.
No injuries were reported from
the tornado, which struck at about
6:17 p.m. CDT Monday, according
to Gordon Nichols of the state division of Disaster and Emergency
Services.
High winds from the twister
lifted part of the roof off of the
Niagara School in Niagara, a
small community on Henderson
County's southeast edge, said
Nichols. He said one barn and
several trees in the area had also
been damaged.
"The sky looked like a big, black
wall," said a Kentucky State
Police dispatcher who was at

"GOOD VIBRATIONS HAPPENING" — Those attending the Beach Boys concert,
by WKYX
Radio Station and the McCracken County Khourey League, were vibrated Memorialsponsored
Day evening as the
group entertained in the unique Beach Boys fashion using the now legendary tunes that made them
famous.

Legendary group attracts crowd of all ages
possibly take a stroll down
memory lane remembering their
time in the sixties when, as
teenagers, life was fun driving
around in a car and dreaming of a
trip to the beach,just as the Beach
Boys'songs suggest.
But the younger fans could be
getting a taste of musical history
that will put them more in touch
with their parents. Or they, like
their parents, may, through the
music, experience a time of
frivolity that is not as rampant as
it once was.
Buddy Scheerer, general
manager of Paducah's WKYX

By TERRI COLBY
Associated Press Writer
MARION, Ill. ( AP — The
residents of this devastated town,
where a tornado killed 10 people
and injured more than 100, faced
months of cleanup work after today's funerals for six of the victims.
Every day since the tornado
roared through on Saturday, leaving 1,000 people homeless and
causing an estimated $100 million
damage, weather conditions have
been ripe for the birth of new
killer storms.
"I'm getting home — to my
basement with my little family,"
said Jeanette Griffin as the skies
darkened and rain poured Monday. A tornado watch was in effect.
"Everybody's just terrified. My
children are petrified. We're just
very thankful we're all alive and
we have a roof over our heads."
Searchers dropped their tasks
and scurried for cover Monday as
Mayor Robert Butler ordered
most cleanup work elelayed until
today because of the t`ather.
The tornado destroyed 161
homes and 47 businesses in
Marion, said Thomas Redickas,
Williamson County civil defense
director.
Another 59 homes and 29
businesses had major damage.

radio station, and his staff used a
promotion slogan in their cosponsorship with the Khourey
League of the concert, "And the
legend goes on..." The Beach Boys
are just that, a legend, with a
sound that is unique and timeless
as a beach in California where
they, in name at least, originated.
Although the potential for two
dynamic concerts existed,
Scheerer and the Khourey League
had their share of problems with
the afternoon performance.
The rain clouds caused the fans
to be a bit hesitant in taking a seat
(Continued On Page 2)

Troops clash near Falklands capital
By The Associated Press
British marines and
paratroopers today were reported
fighting Argentine troops for control of a strategic mountain 12
miles west of Stanley in action
that could pave the way for the
decisive battle of the Falkland
Islands.
But government sources in London were quoted as saying the
commander of the British task
force, Rear Adm. John Woodward, has been given full authority to decide whether to give the
Argentines an opportunity to sur-

render before launching a fullscale assault on Stanley, the
Falklands capital.
The sources, quoted by Britain's
domestic news agency, Press
Association, and Independent
Television News, said the British
did not want to subject Argentina
to a humiliating defeat because of
concerns of worsening political instability in Latin America.
The British Defense Ministry
reported Monday night that
British and Argentine troops were
battling for control of 1,500-foot
Mount Kent 12 miles west of

Charles Lassiter to end
schoolsystem career
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The end of the school year also
brings about the end of a 37-year
career in the Calloway County
School System for Charles
Lassiter.
Lassiter, director of pupil personnel and transportation, will
retire effective June 30. He has
served under four superintendents
— Prentice Lassiter, the late
Buron Jeffrey, William B. Miller
and Dr. Jack Rose — and has been
a part of the progress of the school
system over the years.
A native of Calloway County,
"Mr. Charlie," as he is commonly
known, began with the school
system in Coldwater where he
taught fifth through eighth
grades. He also served as principal, secretary and janitor.
Lassiter later was transferred
to Kirksey where he taught and
coached basketball. He then was
moved to Faxon where he served
as principal. Lassiter also was
principal of the Almo school
before being named to his present
position 16 years ago.
"In my judgement, Mr. Lassiter
has done an outstanding job for
the school system," Rose said.
"He is the type of person you hate
to see retire."
Lassiter said he is looking forward to retirement but plans to be'
more active in community affairs
as well as part-time work.
During his time with the school
system, Lassiter has remained ac-

juries were reported.
The thunderstorms were the
third successive batch to hit Kentucky over the Memorial Day
weekend.
Central and western portions of
the state remained on alert most
of the day Sunday after a severe
thunderstorm watch was issued.
That watch expired early Monday
without any reports of twisters,
said the weather service.
The first line of heavy weather
rumbled into the state Saturday
evening, when several tornado.,
and severe thunderstorm warnings were issued.
The Saturday storms pelted
some areas of Kentucky with
hailstones as large as two inches
in diameter. The heaviest fall of
hail was reported at Bowman
Field in Louisville about 1:30 p.m.
There were several unconfirmed reports of funnel clouds in the
Louisville area on Saturday,
police said.

Ificeig• ints'funer
als
comforted;
•
Marion citizens start clean-up

Surf's up
By JENNIE GORDON
Staff Writer
PADUCAH — If ever there was
a group of musicians with just the
sparkle to draw a following, keep
those followers and continue to
add more and more, it would be
the Beach Boys.
Clearly recognizable was a
broad age spectrum in the crowd
that gathered on the bank of the
Ohio River Memorial Day to
relive the legenday Beach Boys'
hits such as "Good Vibrations,"
"Help Me Rhonda," and "Surf City."
The older fans were there to

work in Henderson when the
storm front moved in.
The National Weather Service
issued a severe thunderstorm
warning for about 30 counties in
central and eastern Kentucky effective until 3 a.m. EDT Tuesday.
A tornado watch that had been
issued earlier for western and central Kentucky expired at 11 p.m.
EDT Monday.
Weather radar tracked another
twister moving along the ground
six miles west of Owensboro at
7:20 p.m. CDT Monday, but no
damage was reported.
More than a dozen tornado warnings were issued Monday as the
storms rumbled across Kentucky.
An afternoon storm dumped 3.7
inches of rain in less than an hour
as it swept through Franklin, a
local radio station reported.
Franklin police said the torrent
flooded several houses and had
blocked 25 to 30 city streets. No in-

Stanley.
Press Association reported
fighting three miles closer to
Stanley on a ridge called Two
Sisters, indicating the British
marines and paratroopers may
have pushed back the Argentine
perimeter. But there was no official confirmation of this.
Argentina in a communique
issued early today said its forces
had "detected" British troops
about 15 miles from Stanley. It
said Argentine troops were using
helicopters to reinforce their
(Continued On Page 2)

The 10 dead ranged in age from
11 to 96. Funeral services for at
least six of them were to be held
today.
Butler had confidence that this
southern Illinois city of 14,000 people would recover. "When it's all
said and done, Marion's going to
be bigger and better than ever."
Townspeople are taking it "better than can be expected," he
said, and merchants -are anxious
to get the mess cleaned up and get
back to business." Butler said
they all pledged to rebuild.
"I've never seen so many killed
and injured in this compact an
area," said American Red Cross
worker Harry Noftsker.
"It looks like somebody dropped
a bomb in the middle of it," said
Frank Olkoski of nearby Herrin,
who came to survey the wreckage.
"A preliminary estimate of the
damage is at $100 million — but
that's not final," said Illinois
Emergency Services and Disaster
Agency spokesman Chuck Jones.
Gov. James R. Thompson has
asked President Reagan to
declare the county a major
disaster area. It already has been
so declared by the state.
Scores of people picked through
the rubble Monday until police
cars rolled slowly past the
demolished buildings, broadcasting the new storm warnings.

The Red Cross fed lunch to 3,000
people Monday. Although an
estimated _1,000 were left
homeless, Red Cross Emergency
Services Chief Ward Johnson said
only about five people sought
shelter at the agency the previous
night.
Again Marion residents were
under an 8:30 p.m. curfew Monday, mostly to prevent injury.
More than 65 persons were treated
at hospitals the day after the tornado for puncture wounds and
other injuries suffered while going
through the debris.

No fatalities
reported
during weekend
According to Public Information Officer Richard Wright of
Kentucky State Police Mayfield
post, the Memorial Day weekend
closed with 28 accidents in
western Kentucky.
For the second straight year, no
fatal accidents occurred in this
region during the holiday.
Wright said 20 persons were arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol, bringing the
total to 80 in the region for the
month of May.

partly sunny

•

Today variable cloudiness
this morning. Becoming partly
sunny this afternoon. Mild with
highs in the mid 70s to around
80. Northwest winds 5 to 15
miles an hour. Tonight mostly
clear with lows in the mid 50s.
North winds 5 to 10 miles an
hour. Wednesday mostly sunny
and continued pleasant with
highs in the upper 70s to low
80s. Winds remaining north at 5
to 15 miles an hour.
Thursday through Saturday:
Turning cooler with a chance of
showers. Highs will be in the
70s and lows in the 50s.

today's index

Charles Lassiter
Live in civic and community affairs and served as state representative for four years. He is involved in church work and teaches the
adult Sunday School class at Coles
Campground United Methodist
Church. He is a member of the
Masons, Eastern Star and Lion's
Club.
Lassiter is married to the
former Ruth Lovett and they have
son Jerry and daughter-in-law
Deborah who also reside in Murray.
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HOUSE DESTROYED — The Mason Canady home, three miles south of Murray on Highway 121, was
destroyed by fire late Monday night. Accqrding to Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad reports, cause of the
blaze is unknown. Firefighters were able to save adjacent buildings. One squad member, Tony Bayless, was
admitted to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for smoke inhalation. No other injuries were reported and
no one was in the house at the time. The squad, assisted by Calloway County Sheriff's Office and Kentucky
State Police, received the call at 11:10 p.m.
Staff photo by Matt Sanders
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Nuclear arms threaten terrible war

Reagan says talks will reduce arsenals
By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer

•••,

anti-nuclear demonstrations.
Formal announcement of the
June
29 date of the new round of
WASHINGTON ( API — President Reagan says nuclear arms strategic arms reduction talks,
which Reagan refers to as
reduction talks with the Soviets,
START, was made in a joint U.S.beginning late this month. in
Geneva, could diminish the, Soviet statement issued at the
White House just prior to the
arsenals that threaten "war even
president's speech.
more terrible" than those that
"Both sides attach great imalready have claimed American
portance to these negotiations,"
lives.
the statement said.
In a Memorial Day speech at
Standing near rows of graves
Arlington National Cemetery, the
with white markers, Reagan
president also confirmed that the reiterated
his call for reducing
United States will continue to
nuclear weapons "by negotiating
abide by the constraints of the a stable balance
at far lower
signed, but unratified, SALT II levels of strategic
forces."
treaty as long as the Soviets do the
Addressing about 4,000 people in
same.
the cemetery's amphitheater,
Reagan's schedule today in- Reagan said of potential advercludes two briefings in advance of saries:
his departure Wednesday for
"We must strive to speak of
meetings with allies in Europe, them not belligerently, but firmly
where he is likely to encounter and frankly. And that's why we

THEY CAME TO SEE A SHOW — Beach Boys fans fought the oncomming rain before the scheduled afternoon performance on the
bank of the Ohio River. Although the afternoon show was cancelled,

must never fail to note, as frequently as necessary, the wide
gulf between our codes of morality.
"And that's why we must never
hesitate to acknowledge the irrefutable difference between our
view of man as master of the state
and their view of man as servant
of the state.
"Nor must we ever
underestimate the seriousness of
their aspirations to global expansion. The risk is the very freedom
that has been so dearly won."
He said such "honesty of mind"
could "build a foundation upon
which treaties between our nations can stand at last, treaties
that can someday bring about a
reduction in the terrible arms of
destruction, arms that threaten us
with war even more terrible than
those that have taken the lives of
the Americans we honor today."

He added: "As for existing
strategic arms agreements, we
will refrain from actions which
undercut them so long as the
Soviet Union shows equal
restraint. With good will and
dedication on both sides I pray
that we will achieve a safer
world."
That declaration was viewed as
a way to allay concern among
European allies that the administration was abandoning the
restraints imposed by SALT II.
Reagan has denounced the treaty
as "fatally flawed," saying it permitted the Soviets to add at least
3,000 nuclear warheads to their inventory while the United States
tried to catch up.
Reagan appeared to have tears
in his eyes just after he placed a
wreath of carnations and chrysanthemums before the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier.

those who had purchased tickets for the afternoon concert were invited return the same evening.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon

each Boys..
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on the river bank before the concert, but really, that was nothing
compared to the other problems
yet to come. Singing groups have
to be "stylishly late" to any show,
but the Beach Boys were what one
might call "late" late.
Still after all this, the afternoon
crowd keep their seats and
waited. What really hurt was the
sudden power outage. With no
juice, there is no music or certainly not music loud enough to
penetrate the open air to the
crowd and carry behind the stage
to entertain those gathered on the
river in boats.
Of, course, the electricians soon
restored the power, but then the
clouds burst and the rain and the
wind just about blew everything
away. That was the end of the
afternoon concert.
WKYX Radio and the Khourey
League then invited the afternoon

Children's theatre
auditions planned
Auditions for "Aesop's
Falables," a comedy for children
and adults, will be held June 2 and
3 at the Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre's Playhouse
in the Park.
Auditions will begin at 7 p.m. on
both nights. Roles for children and
some adults, male and female,
will be available. Auditions are
open to any interested party.
Further information is
available by calling the Community Theatre's box office at (502
759-1752. The production of
"Aesop's Falables" will be the
third show of the summer season
and will be under the direction of
Charlene Butwell.

guests to the evening show.
The evening performance began
under a starlit sky with just
enough breeze from the river to
make things just right, finally.
Lighting was magnificently
creative and the sound sent "good
vibrations" through the crowd.

But the Beach Boys, with a new
face or two, maybe some with a
little less hair, can -keep those
good vibrations happening with
you."
Murrayan Gale Broach Cornelison said she came to see the
group that she had always heard

so much about. Kent Eversmeyer
said he was there to experience
California where in his opinion,
everything new begins.
The Beach Boys' road manager,
Jason Raphalian, said, "There is
no way the Beach Boys will dissapoint you." And they didn't.

Murray Lions instrumental in aiding
formation of Lions All-State Bond
Members of the Murray Lions
Club have been instrumental in
organizing possibly the first Lions
Club All-State Band for Kentucky.
District Gov. Yancey Watkins
and president-elect of the Murray
Club Arvin Crafton have been impressed at the international conventions that many other states
have been represented by outstanding bands from their state in the
international parade.
After discussions were held
among the Kentucky delegation at
the international convention last
year, Watkins presented a proposal to the Council of Governors
to establish an All-State Band for
Kentucky. The proposal was accepted by the Council and Watkins
was appointed to coordinate the
statewide effort of organizing
such a band, composed of outstanding high school musicians from
throughout the state. Watkins appointed a statewide coordinating
committee with Crafton serving in
the committee and assisting with
the statewide effort.
Each Lions Club in the state was
invited to sponsor one or more
band members from the high
school of their choice. A sponsor-

Falklands...
Coant'—
ued
'r -Prom Page 1)
confirm the landing report.
defense positions around the town.
Two British'forces had been adReports from London and vancing on Stanley, Royal
Buenos Aires said the Argentine Marines and paratroopers moving
commander, Brig. Gen. Mario westward by heliocopter from the
Menendez, had heavily fortified San Carlo beachhead, and another
Mount Kent and the nearby paratroop force coming around
ridges. If the British captured from the south after capturing the
them, they would provide a van- Goose Green airstrip and 1,400
tage point for shelling the inner Argentine prisoners.
Argentine defenses.
British press reports said the
Press Association also reported two forces had linked up for the
without attribution that the assault on Stanley.
British had landed their backup
The ministry said British Harforce of 3,500 Scots and Welsh rier fighter-bombers continued to
Guardsmen and Nepalese pound the Stanley airstrip 2',2
Gurkhas north of Stanley, br- miles east of the town, and "a
inging their total land forces on number" of Argentine light planes
the island to at least 7,500 and out: were believed damaged.
numbering the estimated 7,000
Press Association reported that
Argentines concentrated around British warships moved to within
Stanley.
two miles of the Stanley harbor to
The Defense Ministry refused to shell Argentine fortifications.

ing club will pay the expenses for
an outstanding student from their
local high school to participate in
the band. The members will
assemble on the Murray State
campus for pre-convention
organization and rehearsals during the last week of June. The
Kentucky Lions All-State Band,
under the direction of "Buddy"
Light, will participate as part of
the Kentucky delegation in the
Lions International Parade in
Atlanta, Ga., on June 30, as well as
participate in other educational
and fun activities in the Atlanta
Area.

The Murray Lions Club will be
sponsoring two members in the
band — one from Calloway County
High school and one from Murray
High School. To raise money to
support these young people,
members of the Lions Club will be
sponsoring a yard sale on the Murray Middle School lawn on June 4
and 5. Lions, band parents, and
others who are willing to assist
are encouraged to make donations
for the sale. Items large or small,
may be brought by the Murray
Middle School during the sale or
the items, be may picked up by
calling 753-6406 or 753-9624.

Entertainers slate
summer fair shows
LOUISVILLE — When people
ask that old familiar question —
"Who's going to be at the fair?" —
they want to know about
superstars.
Rumors fly, names take off with
computer speed, and the next
thing you know, people on the fair
staff start to hear things like this:
"Is Willie coming back?"..."I
heard Barbara Mandrell was going to be there!"..."How can I get
40 tickets for the Oak Ridge
Boys?"..."Why don't you have the
Beach Boys?"
And now that summer is coming
up fast, everybody wants to know
who those big-name stars are going to be. So, here's the first
release of the talent line-up at this
year's Kentucky State Fair, Aug.
12-21. Because folks asked for
them, these stars are booked to
appear outdoors in Cardinal
Stadium: Willie Nelson and Family, the Oak Ridge Boys, the Beach
Boys,and Barbara Mandrell.
All four of those concerts will be
paid admission events. And rock
bands will entertain in the
stadium as part of the regular
special "Midnight Madness" paid
event which includes unlimited
rides on the midway.
Over in Freedom Hall, Ed
Bruce, and Tennessee Cowboy
Band will give five performances
at the B-Bar-J Rodeo. Bruce costars in NBC's "Bret Maverick"
as "Sheriff Torn Guthrie" and has
gone country singer with "You're
the Best Break This Old Heart
Ever Had." The rodeo also is a
ticketed show.
Ticket prices and mail order information, along with days and
times, will be released in two
weeks. Ticket orders made before
June 7 will be returned.

Willie Nelson
The lights will be on in Cardinal
Stadium each of the 10 nights of
the fair, beginning with the Kentucky High School Marching Band
contest on Pay-One-Price Opening
Day, this year adding a Kentucky
High School Cheerleaders Contest. Also on opening day, Jim
Stafford will headline the State
Fair Network telecast in the East
Hall. Free entertainment on other
nights during the fair will include
contemporary gospel and soul
shows, and an orchestra/fireworks concert.
A special new double-header
stadium attraction'will be County
Fairs Day and Night Shows. A
Stage Bands Contest will be in progress all day. Then the finals of
the County Fairs' "Little Miss and
Mister Contests" will be held that
evening. A nominal wristband
charge for the entire day and
evening will defray the cost of
prizes for the winners.

Solidarity leaders
plan general strike

WARSAW, Poland (AP) —
Solidarity leaders say they're
planning a general strike in Warsaw, Wroclaw and the Silesian
coal mines because lesser protests
have failed to force the martiallaw government to "back off from
repression."
Fugitive leaders of the suspended union gave no indication of
when they might call the strike.
They said in a leaflet that
workers in several large Warsaw
factories had asked them to
organize a general strike. They
said they were also planning to extend the strike to Wroclaw, a major industrial center in southwest
Poland, and the Silesian
coalminp,, which produce the
country's chief export.
McIntyre, the Moderator of the
"The forms of protest action
General Assembly of the which have been used until now
Presbyterian Church of Scotland, have proven insufficient to force
and other Protestant leaders at the authorities to back off from
the residence of Cardinal Gordon repression and pursue the concept
Gray, the Catholic archbishop of of national accord," the leaflet
Edinburgh.
said.
John Paul lauded recent ScotStreet marches by Solidarity
tish efforts to resolve interfaith supporters in early May were
differences, adding, "In following broken up by the police.
this road, we have still to overThe union leaders said they are
come many obstacles occasioned demanding freedom for 2,000
by the sad history of past en- Solidarity activists, including
mities. We have to resolve impor- union chief Lech Walesa, held
tant doctrinal issues.
since imposition of martial law
"Yet already, mutual love, our Dec. 13.
will for unity,can be a sign of hope
In another gesture of defiance
to a divided world — not least in
Monday, union members managthese days in which peace is so ed to place a plaque undetected in
sorely imperiled."
Warsaw's Victory Square comAfter the morning meeting, memorating the nine coal miners
McIntyre said John Paul must be
killed on Dec. 16 by police who
given personal credit for the
broke a sit-in strike protesting
ecumenical progress being made.
martial law.
"Without him, I don't think the
Red and white ribbons on the
new openness in the ecumenical plaque carried the message: "To
movement would have occurred," those who gave their lives for
he said.
freedom and independence of
Protestant extremists have fail- work.".
ed to mar the papal tour, but the
The plaque was placed at the
Rev. Ian Paisley, the bitterly anti- foot of a large crifoss of flowers and
Catholic leader of Northern
evergreens on the site of Cardinal
Ireland's militant Protestants, Stefan Wyszynski's funeral bier a
continued to turn out
year ago Monday. Wyszynski, the
demonstrators at the pope's stops.
leader of the Polish Catholic

Pope's pilgrimage
pauses in Scotland
EDINBURGH,Scotland (API —
Pope John Paul II made an impassioned plea to Scottish Protestant
leaders today for reconciliation of
the Christian faiths, a day after he
faced the noisiest, most hostile
demonstration against his British
tour.
Later, on the next to last day of
the first papal visit to Britain, he
was to travel to Glasgow,
Scotland's largest city 38 miles
west of Edinburgh, where many of
the 815,000 Scottish Catholics were
expected to attend an open-air
Mass in Bellahouston Park.
Glasgow's police were set for
hostile Protestant demonstrations
and retaliatory Catholic attacks.
Police said they were investigating an overnight fire at a
rail station less than a mile from
the park. Anti-papal slogans were
found painted on the station walls.
There were no injuries.
In a separate incident, four
children returning from a youth
rally for the pope in nearby Murrayfield received minor injuries
from broken glass Monday when
their bus was stoned in Glasgow,
police said.
In Edinburgh, the pope rose early to meet with the Rt. Rev. John

Oak Ridge Boys

Church for more than 30 years,
tried without success to mediate
between Solidarity and the Communist government.

Prosecution
opens its case
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
defense in the last three weeks has
tried to portray John W. Hinckley
Jr. as insane and therefore not
able to stop himself from shooting
President Reagan on March 30,
1981.
Now the government steps forward with its own battery of
psychiatrists, trying to prove that
Hinckley was a calculating killer
who coolly took a shower, ate
breakfast, read the newspaper
and picked the deadliest bullets
from his supply, to go gunning for
the president.
Hinckley Jr., having spent his
27th birthday Saturday in a prison
cell, was due back in court today
for the beginning of the government's effort to prove that he was
sane when he shot Reagan.
The burden is on the government to prove to the jury that Hinckley knew what he was doing,
knew it was against the law and
that he had the capacity to obey
the law had he wanted to.
Since Hinckley has admitted he
shot Reagan and the three men
who were wounded in the same
fusillade, the prosecution presentation that began the trial in early
May was brief.
In the rebuttal phase that begins
today, Prosecutor Roger M.
Adelman is expected to call law
enforcement officers who talked
with Hinckley immediately after
his arrest, and probably a medical
examiner who wrote in his report
that day that "I have no feeling
this was a classical nut." At least
three government psychiatrists
are expected to testify.
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Health cost
controls
With health—care costs continuing to rise at double—digit rates even as other prices are
moderating, the United States can ill afford to
neglect cost—containment efforts. Thus, it is good
to have the government's prestigious General Accounting Office putting the spotlight on one of the
best cost—control strategies.
Noting that physicians either control or influence
about 70 percent of all expenditures for health care,
the GAO suggested that the government step up efforts to make doctors more attentive to the hospital
stays, treatment and tests that they order. Studies
have shown that major savings can be made
without adverse impact on the quality of care.
Commendably, most medical schools and many
residency training programs have begun to include
cost containment in their instruction, but much
more remains to be done. The GAO wisely suggests
the government substantially increase the modest
amount it now spends to promote
cost—consciousness among doctors. It could be an
excellent investment.

Arranging
custody
The issue of what's the best custody arrangement
for children of divorced parents has as many passionate parties as it has possible arrangements,and
hardly a day goes by without some new proposal, a
report about a trendy new custodial arrangement
or the results of a new study demonstrating what's
supposed to be emotionally best for all conceited.
Traditionally, both physical and legal custody
nearly always went to the mother; in some instances fathers were shut out almost entirely, except, of course, for the obligation — more honored
in the breach than in faithful observance — to pay
child support. More recently, fashion, if not practice, has tended toward some form of joint arrangement, at least as far as legal custody in concerned.
That gives a father the right,for example,to see his
children's school records, to make decisions about
their medical care, and to participate in the excercise of other parental responsibilities. In 90 percent
of the cases, however, the courts still award
physical custody to the mother; in only 5 percent is
there joint physical custody in which children live
roughly half the time with one parent, half the time
with the other.
Two bills recently passed by the Assembly and
now in the Senate Judiciary Committee, AB 1706 by
Assemblyman Lawrence Kapiloff and AB 2202 by
Assemblyman Charles Imbrecht, would change all
that. Under present law,judges are directed to give
single and joint custody arrangements equal consideration when parents get divorced. The burden
of the new measures would be to direct judges to
give preference to joint custody where the best interests of the child warrant it, even when one parent
objects. Proponents of the bill, bolstered by some
studies, argue that frequently where a reluctant
parent — generally the mother — has been persuaded to share physical custody with the other parent,
the results have been good for all concerned and the
hold-out later became a convert.
There may be some merit in such arguments, yet
the overall case still seems slim, economically,
psychologically and practically. There is little that
legislation or the courts can do to generate the
parental collaboration upon which successful
shared-custody arrangements depend.
To the extent that divorcing parents are already
disposed to cooperate in custody, the legislation is
hardly necessary; to the extent it's interpreted by
the courts to force a agreement on the unwilling it's
dangerous. Without parental collaboration and
without enough resources to maintain a comfortably secure living arrangement for the child no
matter which parent he happens to live with at any
given moment — joint physical custody atrangements arqnvitations to domestic chaos.
Some children undoubtedly shuttle happily between two homes,just as some parents are willing to
move in and out of the home in which the children
live full time, but where there is any animosity between their parents, far more are likely to become
the "pingpong balls" critics warn about. The law
already permits joint legal custody. Under that,
parents who want to arrange such can do so. That so
few do may say more about the practical and emotional difficulty of doing it than about the attitude of
the courts.

How many remember the last hanging
in Kentucky? It was at Smithland

My good friend, Harold Beaman,
brought me a box of old papers to
brouse through the other day.
Harold, as you know, operates
Westview Nursing Home, having
grown up just southeast of town on a
100-acre farm. His old home place is
still there — the house between Gene
& Jo's Flowers and Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home on 121 South.
The papers had been saved by his
father, Charles Henry Beaman, who
died in 1976, and whose father, Alonzo
Beaman, once had the farm west of
town where the Parker boys —
James and Joe — live today. At the
time of his death, though, Mr.
Beaman lived on North 16th Street
next to where Mr. Jimmy Curd lives
now.
Among the old papers were many
with accounts of historic and
memorable happenings, both local
and national. One, in particular,
caught my eye. It was the April 21,
1935, edition of the Paducah SunDemocrat.
I wonder how many remember the
name, Willie DeBoe.
•-••
DeBoe, I believe, was the last man
hanged in Kentucky. Convicted of
rape, he was 22 years old when he
was hanged at Smithland in the early
morning hours of Friday, April 18,
1935. I was a junior at Mayfield High
School at the time, and well
remember the publicity given his
trial and the hanging.
More than 5,000 people from miles
around went to Smithland that morning to witness the public hanging.
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Several carloads of Murray people
were in the crowd.
When the sheriff, a fellow by the
name of George Heater, asked
DeBoe if he had any last words, he
talked for 45 minutes, repeatedly proclaiming his innocence, before
Heater himself sprang the trap. The
woman DeBoe was charged with having raped was reported to have been
in the crowd not far from the gallows
and much of his last words were
directed to her.
•••
On an inside page of the same old,
brittle, brown paper was a story
about a Covington, Ky., man who had
just been denied reprieve from a
death sentence for attacking a
woman there.
The sheriff was quoted as saying
that there would be no such "last
words" scene in the Covington case
as was at Smithland. "If he hangs,"
the sheriff was quoted, "he will be
given a few minutes to make his
peace with God, but if he should commence attacking his victim like
DeBoe did, the trap will be sprung
immediately."
That man had a new trial motion
pending, so if DeBoe really was the
last person hanged in Kentucky, apparently the Covington fellow was
successful in beating the noose.
•.•
But, back to the DeBoe case.
Three columns wide and six inches
deep on Page 1 of that April 21, 1935,
Paducah paper was a head-andshoulders picture of DeBoe in his coffin. One of his last requests was that

the newspapers get a good picture of
him so their readers "could see for
themselves that he was not the badman he had been painted to be."
All DeBoe's "friends and sympathizers" were invited to his
funeral, which was held at the home
of a 43-year-old cousin, J.E. Carter,
on Yarbrough Lane in McCracken
County.
Before the services, which were
conducted by the Rev. J.W. Bailey, at
the time chaplain at the Western
State Penitentiary at Eddyville,
DeBoe's body was viewed by a
steady stream of people in his
cousin's home.
"I want everybody to see Willie,"
Carter was quoted. "The funeral will
be held out of doors on the lawn if the
weather will permit.
"They said in Livingston County
that we would have to bury him in
some hillside because no cemetery
would take the body of a man who is
hanged," he also was quoted as saying. "Well, we're burying him at Oak
Grove cemetery."
Oak Grove is perhaps the most well
known of Paducah's cemeteries,
among its graves is that of Irvin
Cobb.
•.•
DeBoe's father, the Paducah
writer reported, was not It the
Carter home when he viewed the
hanged man's body, but his 19-yearold sister stood near the coffin telling
everyone that her brother "didn't do
what they said he did."
Carter said he talked to DeBoe a
few hours before he mounted the 13

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
The debate between Creationists
and Evolutionists is likely to continue, at least for a while, for it is
symbolic of two very different ways
of viewing both the power of God and
the role of man in creation.
In his recent book, Up From Eden,
the speculative thinker Ken Wilber
argued that both sides in this recent
debate were wrong. Evolution is real
and important, he believes, but
spiritual evolution is what is really
worth our attention.
Interviewed in a national
magazine, Wilbur described his
argument as follows:
Evolution is nature's love affair with God. It's nature's
yearning to get closer, to get
back to the transcendental
source. "The Creation" did not
take place all at once at some
time in the distant past, as
creationists maintain; creation
is occuring now as evolution —
ceaselessly novel, ceaselessly
driving toward higher and
higher unities in search of absolute Unity, or spirit itself.

Representative Larry McDonald
(Ga.) "...Now a word about the
"good guys." There are not too many
of them, but rest assured they are not
spending your money and mine...
"I would like to share this information for the benefit of all taxpayers
whose lifeblood is being sucked away
by the "leach army" of America."
;From the Conservative Digest,
April, 1982)...( Excerpts)...
The Grant Watchers
Fortunately, there are a few good
guys tracking fraud, waste and
abuse.
But for the Freedom of Information Act and a very few persistant individuals there would be little or no

write a letter
Letters to the editor are
welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer
and the writer's address and
phone number must be included
for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced whenever
possible and should be on topics of
general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address 'correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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steps to the trap. "He told me he was
innocent," Carter was quoted in the
paper. "He asked me to do
everything I could in an honorable
way to clear his name.
"He said Davenport ( Ezra Davenport, an ally of DeBoe's and who at
the time was serving a 49-year
sentence for robbery and rape at Eddyville) also was innocent of the rape
charge."
DeBoe had admitted he was guilty
of the robbery charge but died professing his innocence of the rape
charge.
•••
At Smithland, the pap& reported,
opinion was divided as to the guilt or
innocence of DeBoe. Feeling in some
sections of West Kentucky was
reported as almost bitter against the
hanging. In other areas, it was felt
that the hanging was justified.
Isn't this an ironic contrast to the
punishment handed out to convicted
rapists today. Hanging a rapist — or
anygne for that matter — is almost
beyond comprehension in the age in
which we live. It's not the rapist, but
the victim, who suffers today.
It is not at all pncommon for a
present-day rapist to be arrested,
slapped on the wrists in the courts,
and if it is so blatantly apparent'that
he is guilty, to be sentenced to two or
three years in prison — only to be
released on parole and back on the
streets within a matter of months.
Willie DeBoe — whether he was
guilty or not as charged — was simply born about 25 years too soon.
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by m.c. goffott

by Joe crump
public awareness of the
public-funding game and how it affects Americans. They.are the grant
watchers.
Back in 1970, after a race for Congress, Howard Phillips returned to
Washington to serve in the Office of
Economic Opportunity (0E0). There
he gained an intimate knowledge of
the bureaucracy and its grant programs.
President Nixon named Phillips
acting director of 0E0 in 1973.
Phillips was determined to dismantle
the self-perpetuating agencies of the

Great Society, but received only
luke-warm support from above. He
resigned, and soon thereafter founded the Conservative Caucus. Susan
Phillips, Howard's sister directs the
research department.
"My first Freedom of Information
request was for the ACTION agency,
which we'd heard was funding a Tom
Hayden-Jane Fonda organzation
called the Laurel Springs Institute,"
Susan Phillips said. "We were
stonewalled by the agency personnel.
From then on, I haven't stopped. In
the last six months, we've filed more

looking bock
Ten years ago
Steven Beatty, member of Murray
High School senior class, has placed
eighth in district competition in
French National Contest, according
to his teacher, Mrs. Robert Howard.
Retiring teachers of Murray Independent School System recognized
by M'urray Education Association
were Modelle Outland, Murl Robertson, Georgia Wear, Lorene Swann
and Eula Mae Doherty.
Deaths reported include James
Maylon (Pickle) Williams, 59, and
Ira C. Guier,77.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Orr Sr. will be
honored June 4 on their 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception at Murray Woman's Club House.
Twenty years ago
Glenda Jones, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C.W. Jones, senior at Murray
College High School, will receive her
state homemaker degree at Kentucky Future Homemakers of
America meeting at Eastern State
College, Richmond, June 5-7.

Deaths reported include Reubin
Donelson, 49.
Dr. John C. Quertermous spoke at
meeting of Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association on May 29 at
Student Union Building, Murray
State College. Officers of association
are A. Carman, Kenton Woodall, Cleo
Gillis Hester and Fred Gingles.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Hugh L. Houston of Murray has
been designated to serve in the
assembly of American Heart
Association.
Elected as officers of Murray Lions
Club were Bryan Tolley, M.C. Ellis,
C.B. Ford, Neal Brooks, Maurice
Ryan, Vernon Anderson, Otto Swann
and Edgar Howe.
Pat Redden, Mason Billington,
Eugene album, Eugene Armstrong
and James Outland, members of
Murray Training School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America, will attend the Kentucky FFA convention in
Louisville June 4-6.

than 400 information requests."
As journalists go, no one yet matches the mastery of the bureaucracy
beat achieved by Donald Lambo,
author of "The Federal Rathole" and
"Fat City: how Washington Wastes
Your Taxes."
"Americans have more government than they need, more than they
want, and more than they can afford," says Lambo, a former correspondent in the United Press International's Washington Bureau,
"Government can be reduced in size,
and not a single truly needy
American has to be denied benefits
he or she truly deserves."
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McAdoo and Curlin wedding July 3

The evening of May 7 at
the Park Terrace
Restaurant in South
Fulton, Tenn., was the
setting for the announceMr. and Mrs. Charles
ment of the engagement
Robb Adams of Albuquerand approaching marque, N.M., formerly of
riage of Miss Connie CorMurray, announce the
inne McAdoo and John
engagement and apTillman Curlin.
proaching marriage of
The bride -elect,
their daughter, Janet
daughter of the Rev. and
Kaye, to Gregory Lynn
Mrs. Paul McAdoo, is an
Riggs of Atlanta,Ga .
honor graduate of South
Miss Adams,a flight atFulton High School and
tendant for Delta Air
plans to attend the
Lines Inc., is the grandUniversity of Tennessee
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
at Martin, Tenn., this fall.
Clarence Horton of MurMiss McAdoo is the
ray and of Mrs. Mildred
granddaughter of Mrs.
Adams of Sikeston, Mo.,
Sue McAdoo of Puryear,
formerly of Murray.
Tenn., and the late Clifton
Mr. Riggs, a graduate
McAdoo, and of Mr. and
of Emory University
Mrs. Edgar Linn of MurSchool of Law, is an atray, Her greattorney for Delta Air
grandmother is Mrs.
Lines, Inc. His parents
Dollie Linn of Murray.
are Dr. and Mrs. Roy
The groom-elect, son of
Riggs of Asheville, N.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
The wedding is planned
Curlin of Fulton, is a 1980
for Saturday, June 26, at
graduate of Fulton City
Druid Hills United
High School and attended
Methodist Church, AtlanMurray State University.
ta, Ga.
Mr. Curlin is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Hixon of South Fulton,
Tenn., and the late Mr.
and Mrs. T.N. Curlin of
Hickman.
Janet Kaye Adams
Both the bride-elect
Riggs
Lynn
Gregory
of
-elect
bride
and groom -elect are
employed at IGA at
Connie Corinne McAdoo
Fulton.
to wed John Tillman Curlin
The wedding will be
Dudley
Lynch
A reception will follow relatives are invited to atSaturday, July 3, at 2 The Rev.
tend the wedding and the
the
ceremony.
perform
the
will
Fulton
South
the
p.m. at
reception.
and
A 11 friends
Coldwater Baptist United Methodist Church. ceremony.
Church Women met May
13 at 7.p.m-at the church
with Betty Darnell and
Nancy Hamilton as
hostesses.
40/
,
don't know you well
Valerie Henderson
DEAR ABBY: In quit "showing off" when I
to care whether
enough
presented a program response to "Depressed," stretched. I started to
are
"married" or
you
to
tops
g
about "Mothers" with who was miserable wear loose-fittin
her scripture from because she was flat- hide my size but gave up not.
.••
Psalms 113:9 and Pro- chested: The woman I because everybody
ABBY:
DEAR
verbs 23:22. The prayer love has no more on top thought I was pregnant.
I go I'm
e
Everywher
I suppose I could have
calendar was presented that I have, but she's the
I have
because
at
laughed
surgery,
reduction
breast
by Mrs. Hamilton.
sexiest girl I have ever
colored
differenttwo
but I have finally learned
Other members pre- known.
-NY
eyes. One is blue and the
sent were Reba Kelly,
A woman's breasts to accept myself as I am.
By Abigail Van Buren
Willma Jean Sanders, have nothing to do with I've discovered that the other one is brownish3s•sa
color — or close
Vickie Knight, Sandra her sexiness. Would she people who are worth green. It's not terribly the same
are not inexa
They
to
it.
from
le
noticeab
Loney, Sue Madding, consider her husband in- knowing don't judge a
if your
so
people
pensive,
but
when
distance,
Glenna Rawls, Magdeline adequate and unappeal- woman by the size of her
me they parents can't afford it
to
close
up
get
bra.
Darnell,
Judy
Manning,
ing just because he
LIVING WITH IT notice it and think it's now, perhaps you can
Flo Richardson, Donna wasn't built like Arnold
earn and save money and
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curators and library state of public records in
special collections per- Kentucky, we hope to involve maximum public
sonnel.
participation in the planThe program of the spr- ning process" said State
ing meeting will feature a Archivist Lewis Bellardo.
Also scheduled on the
public hearing on Kentucky's Historical program is a presentaRecords Needs Assess- tion by David Bearman,
ment Project on Thurs- Project Director for the
day, June 3, from 3 to 5 National Information
p.m. "By promoting a Task Force, based at the
discussion of the current Smithsonian Institute in

Washington, D.C., on
standardized elements
for archival and,
manuscript descriptions/
Anyone desiring further information about
the meeting should contact Tom Converse at the
Kentucky Department
for Libraries and Archives in Frankfort,(502)
875-7000.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. —
The Spring meeting of the
Kentucky Council on Archives will be at the
Forest C. Pogue Library,
Murray State University,
Murray, on Thursday and
Friday,June 3 and 4.
Ile Kentucky Council
orrArchives is a
statewide professional
organization of archivists, manuscript

Racquetball class to be at local library

A Racquetball Class for
adults where beginning
totttail
techniques are taught
• will be offered at the
ahem:omit at. 753-3314 Calloway County Public
Library on Monday and
MURRAY
Friday mornings from 11
a.m. to noon, beginning
DRIVE-IN
June 7 and continuing
Open S 00•Start 30
through June 28.
Lynn Hewitt, Library
Program Director who is
You" be filod
an advanced racquetball
you carnet
player and winner of
several major tourPUS
naments will teach the
Eaereseiel Rye
TUE. IS $5 A CAIR0110
class.
According to Miss
HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH Hewitt, participants will

be taught sucn things as library at the Circulation
score keeping, rules, ser- Desk or call Hewitt's ofving techniques, etc. It is
anticipated that the class
will be in the Library Annex parking lot and at the
University Courts on
Juanita Lee directed
alternate days.
the program at the
meeting of the Baptist
Those who take the Women of Elm Grove
class should bring their Baptist Church on May 10
own racquet and wear at 1:30 11.m. in the
tennis shoes.
fellowship hall of the
A limit of 15 persons church.
"Home — Time and
will be accepted on a
first-come, first-served Place For Missions" was
basis. Persons may now the program theme. Also
sign up in the main taking part in the discus-

fice, 753-9996, before June
4.

Juanita Lee directs program
at Elm Grove group meeting

111. 1••- a-••-•

sion were Mildred Cook,
Opal Hale, Lavine Carter
and June Crider.
Electa Fulkerson,
president, presided.
Reports were given by
Zella Futrell, Bobbie
Burkeen, Mable Blalock
and Mildred Geurin. Also
present were Evelyn
Alexander and Lisa
Cossey.
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Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
a 62-year-old male, 5 feet

Coldwater Church of Christ will have a Vacation
Bible School starting Monday, June 7, and continuing through Friday, June 11. Classes for all ages including adults will start at 7:15 p.m. each evening.
"Acts - God's Plan For Church Revealed" will
be the theme of the school. For transportation call
Leslie Douglas,435-4151.

Volunteer program planned
An organizational meeting for all interested
teenagers for the Summer's Teenage Volunteer
Program at Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
be Thursday, June 3, at 10:30 a.m. in the third floor
education unit of the hospital.
Applications will be distributed and details of the
eight-week program will be discussed. This is open
to boys and girls who will be at least 14 when the
program begins and have their parents' consent to
be a volunteer.

7)?
+,461.67

11
Approximately three
years ago during a medical
checkup I was diagnosed as
a diabetic My doctor prescribed an oral medication
daily He took blood sugar
tests six months apart The
first two were normal, the
third was slightly high and
the doctor increased my
medicine to two pills a day
The next blood test was
normal
Recently I read a medical
book that said persons who
were diagnosed as diabetics
at my age need only diet to
control it. I stopped taking
the pills (understand they
can be dangerous) and I feel
much better
When I was first diagnosed as a diabetic my
weight was 225 and since
then I have maintained it at
200 pounds. In your opinion
am I wrong in not taking the
pills?
DEAR READER - In my
opinion it is always wrong to
stop taking the medicine
your doctor has prescribed
without consulting him first.
In some cases stopping med-

icine on your own can be
dangerous, even life threatening.
I am not an enthusiast for
pills to control blood sugar
levels, and-they have certainly received mixed
reviews from specialists It
is usually true that if a person will follow a diet, adultonset diabetes can be controlled by diet alone. If it
can't be, the patient usually
requires insulin
You were wise to lose
weight. Weight loss is often
the most important part of a
diabetic diet to control this
form of diabetes I would
guess that you could lose a
lot more fat deposits down to a nice trim figure and it would do your health
a lot of good.
Thinking about diabetes
has changed. If you simply
had a high blood glucose
level and no symptoms and
were not spilling glucose in
the urine you might not even
be called a diabetic by
today's classification. But
you should still get trim and
stay trim
To help you sort this out I
am sending you The Health

Letter, number 18-10,
Hyperglycemia The Diabetic Problem Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope Ilpr
it to me, in care of this newspaper, P0 Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019
DEAR DR LAMB - My
son had an tuidescended testicle and had it removed surgically when he was 12
years old This apparently
caused him a lot of emotional trauma which has recently surfaced He believes that
because he only has one
testicle, he is sterile I would
like Information on the
subject

nt,t•V

tivities

by

the Senior

Citizens.

Thursday,June 3
Douglas and from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at Ellis.

Front Porch Swing is
Mission groups of
Cherry Corner Baptist scheduled to practice at 7
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church.
p.m. at the church.
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BOBBY WOLFF

"Take warning from the
•3
•AEQ1107
misfortune of others, that
•1062
others may not take exam•A 9 3
ple from you."- Saacii.
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
In an imaginative South. The bidding:

d?

Orra

defense, there are times to
be cautious and times to be
bold. The winning player
must learn when the time
has come to take a chance.
West found the best lead
of a diamond against the
heart game. Declarer
ducked in dummy and East
won the queen. East knew
he couldn't afford to return
a diamond, so it was obvious
that he should shift to clubs.

rnkbI $1
If (37
by,
.0.
od,

Should he lead a cautious
king or a bold deuce?

on
,nts
n d,
ns/

If East makes the normal
looking play of the club
king, declarer ducks and
wins the continuation.
Trumps are drawn and a
spade is led towards
dummy's honors. West
ducks bravely, but to no
avail. Dummy wins and
another spade honor is led,
declarer discarding a club.
West wins and continues
diamonds, but it is too late.
Dummy's ace wins and the
high spade in dummy provides for a diamond discard
- "with 150 honors,
partner."
East beats the game if he
leads an unusual club deuce
a trick two. If declarer
ducks to West's 10, West
leafs a second diamond to
ruin declarer's hopes Now
there is no way to avoid
three minor suit losers and
the spade ace and a bold
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Cradle ofJefferson Davis of,UDC
conducts state meeting in Murray

for reply

in the absence of the focal patriotic chairman,
chapter president, Mrs. Louisville.
Ed Davis.
Paducah ChaRter was
Also assisting from the represented by its presilocal chapter were Mrs. dent, Mrs. Minerva C.
Leonard Vaughn, third Hill, Mrs. Curuth R.
vice president of Ken- Stem, Mrs. Lena Gholson
tucky Division, %Es. and Mrs. Clemmie
Douglas Shoemaker, Minifee.
Princeton Chapter was
Mrs. N.A. Ezell, Mrs.
W.Z. Carter, Mrs. Hess represented by Mrs
Crossland, Dr. Mildred Virginia Hodges and Mrs.
Hatcher and Dr. Halene Mary Dancy Hodges.
A coffee opened the
Visher.
meeting at 10 a.m. followOther state officers ed by pledge to flags led
present were Mrs. by Mrs. Livesay and a
Virginia Hodges, first UDC prayer led by Mrs.
vice president, Shoemaker. The tables
Princeton, and Miss were decorated by Mrs.
Marie Supplee, division Vaughn.

We're happy to
announce that
Nancy Sills,
bride-elect of
Jim Myers has
selected her
decorating accessories from
our bridal
registry. Nancy
and Jim will be
married July
31.

A meeting of "Bird
Study" was conducted
Friday, May 14, at 3:30
p.m. at Calloway County
Extension Office.
Ed Ray, conservationist of the Land Between the Lakes, TVA,
presented the program
which included a film on
"Birds" and a tape on
"What Good Are the
Warblers."
Mr. Ray discussed the
many different species of

birds, their habitat and
food. He also
demonstrated several
pieces of equipment to be
used in bird photography,
recording of songs of
birds, how to identify
birds by calls, how to
build a bluebird box and
how to build a nest.
The speaker suggested
members build a trail of
bluebird boxes.
Mr. Ray invited those
present to visit the

Onls

With Garlic Bread
Salad 40 Extra

-

Adults 136
Nursery 7
5-27-82

Tenn.
Mary Diane Henderson, 304 South Fourth St.,
Ludie B. McNeill, Rt. 6,
Newborn Admissions
Mayfield, Pauline Dick,
Gulsen Ford and Baby Rt. 1, Sedalia, Florence
Girl, Box 250, Marion.
Hedger, Fern Terrace
Kay McKnight and Lodge, Robbie L. Canup,
Baby Boy, Rt. 3.
707 Story Ave., Mary Lou
Dismissals
Vicki E. Bogard, Rt. 1,
Almo, Thelma L. Chadwick, 106 South 12th St.,
Elmer C. Colson, Rt. 1,
NEW YORK ( AP)
Dexter, Evelyn Marie Ely Lilly and Co..plans
Williams, 1809 Westwood, three years of tests on
Ethel Marie Pace, Rt. 1, 1,600 rheumatoid arBuchanan, Tenn., Carey thritis sufferers to
J. Lowe, 605 Market St., evaluate whether an antiParis, Tenn.
pain drug slows down the
Michael D. Paschall, joint-destroying disease.
Rt. 1, Almo, William E.
The drug, sold in the
Dodson, Rt. 7, Alpha United States under the
Larue Warren, Rt. 1, brand name Oraflex and
Almo, Ralph E. Darnell, known chemically as
Rt. 1, Farmington, Doris benoxaprofen, reduces
A. Forsythe, Rt. 1, symptoms of osteoarBuchanan, Tenn., Flossie thritis and rheumatoid
L. Smith, Rt. 2, Puryear, arthritis, the pharTenn.
maceutical company
Polly E. Flora, 510 said.
South 11th St., Drusilla D.
McKinney, 1913
Westwood, Donnie G.
Hargrove, Rt. 3, Rita F.
Shelton, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
Kathy G. Wooten, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tenn., Hazel T. Atchison, Rt. 1, Camden,

I
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Dr. Ian Shedden, vice
president of Lilly
Research 'Laboratories,
said at a news conference
May 19 that laboratory
tests on animals indicated the drug may
-actually be retarding
the progression" of arthritis.
Lilly said the drug prod u c es f e wer
gastrointestinal side effects than aspirin in most
patients. although a few
have experienced a burning skin reaction to
sunlight.

,S1 UTTER SALE

Swimsuits. Dresses
Ailleen Sportswear
.

sale start, kt 4 ):1111 k .11 Julie 1.1

Wednesday 11 A.M.-10 P.M
v., Con lot This Ch:04 At Horct For This Pat.

'

Foy,512 Broad St.
Francis G. .Smith, 509
Beale St., Irma Lee
McHood, Rt. 5, Sarah L.
Crwin, 1715 Wells,
Louisa L. Cunningham,
Rt. 1, Almo, Woodrow
Rickman ( expired), 313
South 15th St.

69' _Special For hid.
Inside Din•ng Onl%
, I rev Rciills On Dunks

•

'

Woodlands Nature Center
in Land Between the
Lakes to see the many
birds and see" the film
shown at the center.
Members of Friendship. Penny and South
Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Clubs and
several 4-H members and
4-H agent, Jane Steely,
were present.
Another program about
birds is planned in the
fall.

Newbornsand dismissals listed
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Bird study program conducted

Italian Spaghetti
Special

South:ids Manor 753-67911
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AMON THOSE present at meeting of Cradle of Jefferson Davis Kentucky
Division of United Daughters of Confederacy at Holiday Inn, Murray, were,
from left, front row, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. Minerva C. Hill, Mrs. John
Livesay, Mrs. W.Z. Carter, Mrs. Virginia Hodges, Mrs. Mary Dancy Hodges,
back row, Mrs. N.A. Ezell, Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker, Mrs. Hess Crossland, Mrs.
Lena Gholson, Mrs. Curuth R.Stem and Mrs. Clemmie Minifee.

The Treasure House
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ELEVEN MEMBERS of Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi were
awarded the Ritual of Jewels degree at a recent meeting. Barbara Chilcutt,
president, presided. Pictured, from left, Linda Lane, Dot Ford, Debbie Pardue,
Debbie Woods, Linda Walker, Donna Maynard, Martha Ryan, Debbie Miller,
Jackie Gresham and Krista Crass. Not pictured was Sue Smith.

Arthritis drug studied

Miss Clara Scott, Bedford, president of Cradle
Opening lead: Diamond nine of Jefferson Davis Kentucky Division of United
defense proves better than a Daughters of Confederacy, presided at
cautious one.
meeting May 15 at HoliBid with The Aces
day Inn, Murray.
Hostesses for the
South holds: 6-1-B
meeting were members
1042•
• 54
of J.N. Williams Chapter
•KQ4
of the UDC.
•KQJ2
Miss Scott reported on
North Usti
both state and national
IV
2,
meetings she had attendANSWER:Three hearts ed and urged all chapters
Enough for two bids (11-12 to participte freely in propoints) and the invitational moting activities in the
raise is best
future.
Seed bridge questloes to The Aces,
Mrs. John Livesay
P0 Box 12363 Della... Texas 75225,
wee self-addreesed, era,161002 orterdove
presided at the meeting
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THREE MEMBERS of Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi were awarded the Exemplar
degree at a recent meeting. Hostesses were Joyce
Thomas and Debbie Woods. Pictured from left were
Debbie Villaflor, Joyce Nunnally and Wanda Miles.

DEAR READER - I do
not know how old your son is
but when he reaches a sexually mature stage his fertility can be checked by simple
analysis of the sperm. The
number of live healthy
sperm cells is what determines fertility, not whether
you have one or two testicles. One is quite adequate.
Moreover when one testi-

Organizational meeting
Flint Baptist Church
Mission groups will meet for Summer's Teenage
Volunteer Program at
at 7 p.m,at-ohnrch.
Murray-Calloway County
George Hart Golf Tour- Hospital will be at 10:30
nament will start at 9 a.m. in third floor educaa.m. at Murray Country tion unit of hospital.
Club.
Spring meeting of KenThursday,June 3
tucky Council on ArMurray Women of chives will open at 3 p-m.
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at Forest C. Pogue
at lodge hall.
Library, Murray State
University.
Alpha Mu chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha InMothers' Day Out will
ternational will have a be at 9 am. at First Bapsalad potluck at home of tist Church.
Kathie Fleming.
Good Shepherd United
Senior citizens centers Methodist Church has
will be open from 10 a.m. Mothers' Morning Out
(July 23 to Aug. 22) U6
10 a.m..to 2 P.M. for ac- to- 2 p.m. at Hazel and scheduled at 9 a.m.
TODAY
YOU
are
BORN
Talking things over with
friends could lead to indeci- more partnership-oriented
sion. Apartment-hunters and than the typical member of
real estate investors meet your sign and more sensitive
to the feelings of others. Imwith good fortune.
aginative and poetic, you'll
VIRGO
have success in art, literature,
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Business expenses could dance, music and acting. You
escalate now, but you'll have your eyes open for the
receive some happy personal main chance and can cornnews. You're optimistic and mercialize your talents. An
ability to work with details
are planning for the future.
helps you in science, research
LIBRA
/LZ
and statistics. You work well
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) It's a poor time to seek ad- when encouraged, but can
vice. Trust your own instincts, become lethargic if the proper
Your financial situation im- support does not come. You
proves, but curb needless ex- may also be attracted to
politics, religion and teaching.
travagance.

cle is removed the other one
often enlarges to take on
additional functions That is
particularly true if the surgery is done early in life Tell your son that one of
the astronaut candidates
who was one of the nation's
hottest jet test pilots also
had only one testicle and it
didn't affect him I saw him
when he was a candidate for
the astronaut program
An undescended testicle
should be surgically brought
down, definitely before
puberty and many authorities think it should be
accomplished by 6 years of
age

Community events scheduled

FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 2, 1982
What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
Tuesday,June 1
row be? To find out what the (Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Murray TOPS ( take off
stars say, read the forecast Avoid behind-the-scenes pounds sensibly) Club
business moves. Your pergiven fo your birth Sign.
sonality works for you in deal- will meet at 7 p.m. at
ing with others. Be con- Health Center.
ARIES
siderate with sensitive people.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Alcoholics Anonymous
.
irgi40,
You'll need tact in dealing SAGITTARIUS
will meet at 8 p.m. in
'
4
Dec.
21)
(Nov.
22
to
with close ties. Trust your inwestern portion of
tuition. Tune in to the feelings A friendship may reach a
of others. Expect some finan- turning point. You work best Livestock and Exposition
now by maintaining a low pro- Center.
cial luck.
file. Curb escapist tendencies Murray Assembly No.
TAURUS
in the evening.
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
19 Order of the Rainbow
Apf
There may be rivalry on the CAPRICORN
Girls will meet at 7
for
job or you may encounter ex- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) v41
tra work expenses. Close ties Little things could go wrong p.m. at lodge hall.
bring you happiness and good in business. Be especially attentive to details. You are like: Bethel Baptist Bible
luck. Let others lead.
ly to receive a wonderful in Study will be at 6 p.m. at
GEMINI
vitation.
May 21 to June 20)
home of David and
.01010
Don't try to be too clever in AQUARIUS
Aleshia Cunningham, Utromance or your plans may (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
terback Road.
to
entertain
It's
a
poor
time
backfire. You'll meet with
new job opportunities, but use visitors, and travel plans may
Wednesday,June 2
be subject to change, but fine
tact with co-workers.
Make Today Count will
benefits
will
accrue.
career
CANCER
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third
I June 21 to July 22)
PISCES
floor classroom unit at
It may be difficult to say (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
what's on your mind to a farni. Be careful in your financial Murray-Calloway County
ly member. Good times are in dealings with those who could Hospital.
store for those who go out this turn on you at the last minute.
Travel is beneficially ac- Hazel and Douglas
evening.
ft,tcz cented.
LEO
Centers will be open from
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Unwise to self-prescribe

Coldwater plans school

A
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HEALTH

A "Sangin" will be Wednesday, June 2, at 6:45
p.m. in the auditorium of First Baptist Church. The
public is invited to attend this special program, a
church spokesman said.

Frances Drake

•
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'Sangin'to be Wednesday

Your Individual
Horoscope
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McCreary one to beat05 97set' Tigers hope for'83 Florida trip
to tee it up at Hart tournament
By M.C. Garrott
They'll be chasing
Vicki McLeary again
tomorrow when 97
women golfers tee it up at
9 a.m. for the 15th annual
George Hart Tournament
at the Murray Country
Club.
Mrs. McLeary, a 30year-old Fulton mother of
two and winner of the
popular event the past
two years, will start from
the . first tee in the
shotgun-started, 18-hole,
medal play tournament.
Perhaps her most formidable challenger will
be Velvet Jones, a senior
member of the Murray
High School girls' team
and the 1981 Kentucky
high school girls' champion. Velvet will be playing right behind Mrs.
McLeary along with
ammy Boone of the
Murray club and Carolyn
Caldwell of the Oaks club,
also in Muir'aY.
Last year, Velvet, who
finished second in the
girls' state high school
tournament this year,

and Sandy McGinty of
Mayfield battled the
defending champion for
15 holes before faltering.
Miss McGinty, a
sophomore on the University of North Carolina
girl's team,is not entered
in this year's tournament.
Playing with Mrs.
McLeary will be Vancy
Neckel and Dean Conyer,
both of Paducah..
Last year, the longdriving Mrs. McLeary —
she won the long-driving
contest with a 260-yard
tee shot on the 18th hole —
made it two in a row with
a two-under-ladies-par
73, three strokes in front
of Miss McGinty, who
posted a 76.
Seven strokes off the
winning pace —and
finishing third with an 80
last year was one of the
three former champions
in this year's field —
Mary Bain of Sikeston,
Mo., and also a member
of the Oaks club in Murray. A two-time winner of
the Hart, Mrs. Bain won

Lea

in 1976 and 1979.
Miss Jones finished
fourth with an 82.
The other two former
champions scheduled to
play tomorrow are Mary
Jane Alford Park of
Paducah, a three-time
winner, and Betty
Vowell, mother of Mrs.
McLeary and the 1971
winner.
The 97 ladies have been
pre-flighted by handiczips
into four flights, including the championship
flight — which last year
attracted 19 ladies. The
top winners of each flight
will share in prizes
valued at several hundreds of dollars.
The winner of the
championship flight also
will receive the traveling
trophy provided by the
Bank of Murray in
memory of the late
George Hart, one of its
past presidents and for
whom the tournament is
named.
A prominent civic
leader, Mr. Hart also was
mayor of Murray as well

as an active member of
the club. His widow, Mrs.
Lochie Hart, and his
daughter, Mrs. Gene Landolt, both of Murray,
traditionally make the
presention.
Another special award
— the Dorothy Holland
team trophy — also will
be presented again this
year. It is provided by
Alfred Lindsey, Murray
jeweler, in memory of his
late aunt, who was an enthusiastic golfer and an
active member of the
club.
It is awarded each year
to the four ladies from
any one club whose aggregate score is lowest
among all other such
teams in the tournament.
Last year, it was won
by the Fulton ladies —
Mrs. McLeary, Mrs.
Vowell, Faye Brundage
and Linda Brann — with
a score of 340.
Co-chairmen of this
year's tournament are
Pam Clark Mavity and
Mrs. David L. (Ve)
Severns.

By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
With the combination of
some off-season teamwork and fan support,
Murray High baseball
coach Cary Miller is confident his Tiger baseball
team will have a week of
spring training next year
in sunny Panama City,
Fla.
At its last meeting, the
Murray Independent
School Board gave Miller
the go ahead to make
fund raising plans to
generate the approximate $5,000 needed to
send 20 ball players south
for eight days.
If the funds are raised
this will be the second
Panama City trip for the
Tigers, who traveled in
parents' cars during spring break 1981 to get some
playing time against
Florida high school competition.
Miller said Monday
that he believed the spring training session
played a big part in Murray High's 1981 region title. He said the southern
schools, who have the opportunity to play year

Darkhorse Wilander enters
French Open quarterfinals

Astros,wins 10-0

a
raves
U HA
manager Joe Torre Monday returned to Shea
Stadium for the first time since managing the New
York Mets, who spoiled his homecoming with a 10-4
rout of Atlanta.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
. Charlie Lea says he's in
the groove now. Arid the
Houston Astros have to
believe it.
The Montreal righthander shut out the
Astros for the second
time in five days Monday
night, 10-0 with a fourhitter, and has now pitched 26 straight scoreless
innings.
"I have confidence on
eveuthing I throw,",saiGL
144„ who continues to rebound from arm problems. "I'm in the groove
right now."
After a slow start, Lea
had a 3-2 record and
posted a 1.43 earned run
average for 44 innings in
May.
Lea hasn't been the only success story of late in
Montreal. In addition to
Lea's pitching, Tim
Wallach has been providing the key hitting for
the Expos. Monday night,
he belted a pair of tworun homers.

SUMMER 82
*DANCE INSTRUCTION
Modern
*GYMNASTIC
Jazz
Top

Recreational
Cornpetitive
Cheerleader

*REGISTER NOW

153-0129
MURRAY GYMNASTIC CENTER
Highway 641 North

MURRAY
GYMNASTIC
CENTER

Lea, 4-2, had retired 26
straight batters entering
the game, but the Astros,
whom he beat 4-0 last
Wednesday, snapped the
string when Terry Puhl
singled leading off the
game.
The Expos unleashed a
15-hit attack, pounding
Houston starter Don Sutton, 7-2, for five runs in
the first inning that proved more than enough for
Lea.
In: ()Sher National
Ireague attion, it was St.
Louis 11, San Francisco
6; San Diego 9, Chicago 7;
New York 10, Atlanta 4;
Los Angeles 5, Pittsburgh
4 and Philadelphia 5, Cincinnati 4 in 15 innings.
Padres 9, Cubs 7
Ruppert Jones and Sixto Lezcano hit home runs,
Tim Flannery drove in
three runs and pitcher
Chris Welsh knocked in a
pair to lead San Diego
over Chicago.
Jones hit his ,seventh
homer in the first inning
after Flannery had singled, and Lezcano belted
his fifth of the season in
the third off loser Doug
Bird, 3-5. Welsh doubled
in a run in the second and
also singled to drive in a
run in a four-run fourth
that gave the Padres an 83 lead and their eventual
winning run.
Mets 10 Braves 4
Ellis Valentine belted
four hits, including a tworun homer, and John
Stearns had three hits
and three RBI as New
York routed Atlanta.
Charlie Puleo, 5-2, struck
out a career-high 10 batters before needing Craig

SOUTHBOUND — Murray High won the region title this year and also in 1981,
and Coach Cary Miller feels the success is due partly to spring training in
Florida during spring break. Plans will be underway soon to start raising money
for a Tiger trip to Panama City, Fla. in 1983.(1982 file photo)
round, offered "extreme- and cutting firewood. "It Miller said the team will
ly strong competition," gets the players used to probably travel the same
and that the Tigers working together for a way next year.
Murray is one of a few
posted a 3-3 record common goal," he said.
Dates for specific pro- Kentucky schools that
against high school teams
from the Panarha City jects have been set, travel to Florida for sprMiller said, adding that a ing baseball, others.being
area.
committee will soon be Owensboro, Henderson
In addition to escaping formed to determine and Paducah area high
Kentucky's cooler events and dates.
schools.
weather to work on funThe coach emphasized
Overall, Miller comdamentals and get a head that an integral part of mented the trip "has imstart, the coach said the the program organization proved our baseball proteam benefits from work- is players' parents. He gram. It gives us time to
ing together in fund- said about 20 parents at- work on fundamentals.
raising ventures such as tended the spring session We'll be thinking baseball
a car wash, spaghetti in 1981, and that they sup- and also having a little
supper, rummage sale plied the transportation. fun in the sun."

Swan's relief help with
two out in the eighth inning.
Bob Walk, 4-4, pitched
the first 2 2-3 innings for
the Braves, leaving after
an RBI single by Hubie
Brooks. The Mets collected a club-record 16
hits against five Atlanta
pitchers.
The game marked the
return to Shea Stadium of
Atlanta Manager Joe
Torre, who was fired as
Mets' manager last Ottober. Dodgers 5, Pirates
4
Mike Scioscia and Ken
Landreaux each hit
sacrifice flies off reliever
Kent Tekulve to break an
eighth-inning tie and lift
Los Angeles over Pittsburgh.
The rally gave Los
Angeles a 5-3 lead and
helped it withstand Jason
Thompson's 13th home
run in the bottom of the
inning.
"My heart stopped four
times during that game,"
Los Angeles Manager
Tom Lasorda said after
the Dodgers survived two
dropped fly balls in the
eighth by right fielder
Jorge Orta. Phillies 5,
Reds 4
Third baseman Johnny
Bench's throwing error in
the 15th inning allowed
Philadelphia's Bob Derflier to come home with
the winning run as th
Phillies outlasted Cincir
nati.
Dernier led off with
single off Bob Shirley,2-3,
moved up on Pete Rose's
sacrifice bunt and took
third on a fly ball by Gary
Matthews.
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By CAROLYN LESH
Associated Press Writer
PARIS (AP) — Mats
Wilander has made his
mark on the French Open
tennis tournament no
matter what lies ahead
for him in this Grand
Slam event.
The 17-year old Swede
has given the spectators a
darkhorse to root for and
impressed his fellow
players with his promise.
Wilander, who played
No.5- seed Vitas
Gerulaitis today in a
quarterfinal match, still
had everyone talking of
his upset of secondseeded Ivan Lendl.
That five-set shocker
Sunday, the biggest surprise so far in the twoweek clay court tournament, snapped a winning
streak that had placed
the Czech clay-court
specialist in the finals of
the last 18 tournaments
he has played.
Wilander's style, which
is not unlike that of his
famed compatriot Bjorn
Borg, has drawn compliments from players
still in contention for Sunday's $66,000title match.
"I watched a little of
the Wilander-Lendl
match and it was like
Wilander was on No-Doz
or something," No. 2 seed
Jimmy Connors said

PHILADELPHIA (AP)
— Third baseman Johnny
Bench's throwing error in
the 15th inning allowed
Philadelphia's Bob Dernier to come home with
the winning run as the
Phillies outlasted the Cm -
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end Borg's distinction of
being the youngest
French. Open champion.
Borg won the first of his
six French titles in 1974
six days after his 18th birthday. Borg is not going
for a seventh title this
year.
In other men's quarterfinal matches at Roland
Garros Stadium, Argentine Jose Luis Clerc, the
No.4 seed, met Australian
Peter McNamara,seeded
seventh.
Third-seeded Tracy
Austin, making her first
career appearance in
Paris, went against
defending champion
Hana Mandlikova, the
No.5 seed from
Czechoslovakia, in one of
today's two women's
quarterfinal matches.
The other was between
Martina Navratilova,
seeded No.2, and unseeded Zina Garrison of
Houston, who has been
the big surprise in the
women's division.
In other matches,
Argentine Guillermo
Vilas reached the
quarterfinals with a 6-2,
6-3, 6-1 victory over
unseeded Andreas
Maurer of West Germany. Vilas, ranked
fourth worldwide, is the
only men's player who
has not lost a set.

Reds lose to Phils in 15

•

Olympic Pool
Tennis Courts
Picnic Area
Itstaiwrional Field

Monday after he advanced into the quarterfinals
with a 6-1, 6-0, 6-4 victory
over fellow American
Chip Hooper. "Wilander
is a very good player."
Connors, who has yet to
reach the finals of, any
French Open tournament, plays again
Wednesday against
Spain's Jose Higueras.
Higueras, ranked 17th
worldwide, advanced
with a 6-4, 6-2, 6-0 upset
over No.6 seed Eliot
Teltscher of the United
States, ranked seventh
nationally, who has now
lost to Higueras in four of
their nineencounters.
The Spaniard, who two
weeks ago defeated John
McEnroe to capture the
title at a Grand Prix tournament in Hamburg,
West Germany, has a 1-1
record against Wilander
this year.
"He's a good playet
whose going to get much
better," Higueras said of
Wilander, who has risen
265 spots in the world
rankings in the past 18
months to 18th place. "I
saw his match against
Lendl and it impressed
me how strong his mind is
for such a young player."
Wilander celebrates his
18th birthday August 22.
If he wins the title in
Paris, Wilander would
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cinnati Reds 5-4 Monday
night.
Dernier led off with a
single off Bob Shirley,2-3,
moved up on Pete Rose's
sacrifice bunt and tagged
and took third on a fly
ball by Gary Matthews.
He scored when Bench
fielded Manny Trillo's
grounder and fired in the
dirt away from first
baseman Dan Driessen.
Sid Monge, 2-0, the
seventh and last
available Phillie pitcher
beside starters, was the
winner.
The Phillies scored four
runs in the ninth after two
were out, tying the score
4-4 on Garry Maddox's
two-run bloop single
which followed a two-run
double by Bo Diaz.
Philadelphia loaded the
bases off Reds reliever
Tom Price, who entered
in the seventh when
starter Mario Soto was
ejected after a melee in
which Reds shortstop
Dave Concepcion gnd
Phillies pitcher Ron Reed
also were thrown out of
the game.
Dernier and Gary Matthews walked around a
Single by Mike Schmidt
that was only the

second hit of the game.
Diaz then doubled to
drive in Dernier and
Schmidt.
Maddox's single off
Jim Kern scored Matthews and Trillo, pinchrunning for Diaz.
Soto was hit by a pitch
by Reed leading off the
seventh and both benches
and bullpens swarmed
onto the field. When order
was restored, home plate
umpire Harry
Wendelstedt ejected Soto,
who earlier had hit Dernier and Schmidt with pitches, for throwing a bat,
Concepcion for fighting
and Reed for hitting Soto
with a pitch.
Soto stopped the
Phillies on one hit for six
innings. The only other
Philadelphia baserunners were the two hit
batmen. Two homers by
Driessen, one a two-run,
inside-the-park shot,
sparked Cincinnati to a 40 lead through 82-3 innings.
--- Six of the seven top
fielding teams in the National League in '1981
played their home games
on artificial turf.
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Kansas City's 18 hits beat White Sox
as team average tops major leagues

.74,7_: -.
. .,...Ark

By HERSCHEL
Oakland A's 5-2, the Lansford eluded the tag and Larry Herndon
and a proved to be the winning
NISSENSON
Detroit Tigers nipped the and Lopes threw wildly walk to Lance Parrish
run on a double by Willie
AP Sports Writer
California Angels 3-1, the past first base trying to loaded the
bases
for
Upshaw. Graig Nettles
Two years ago, the big Toronto Blue Jays edged get Stapleton.
Whitaker.
and Roy Smalley
story in Kansas City was the New York Yankees 5Stapleton went to seElias Sosa held the homered for New York.
George Brett's run at a 4, the Cleveland Indians cond and
Lansford, who Angels to one hit over the
.400 batting average. The trounced the Minnesota was on
the bag, was then final three innings to gain
Indians 9, Twins 4
question this season is Twins 9-4, the Baltimore caught in
a rundown bet- the victory in relief after
Von Hayes drove in five
whether the Royals as a Orioles nosed out the ween
second and third. the Angels got home runs runs
with a homer, douteam can hit .300.
Texas Rangers 8-7 and McLaughlin then loaded from Brian Downing
and ble and a bases-loaded
"When you look at our the Seattle Mariners the
bases for Miller by Bobby Grich in taking a 3- walk
and Andre Thornton
lineup, we have good hit- defeated the Milwaukee hitting
Glenn Hoffman 0 lead against Larry also
homered to spark
ters one through nine," Brewers 5-4 in 11 innings. with
a pitch and walking Pashnick.
Cleveland to its eighth
Manager Dick Howser Red Sox 5, A's 2
Gary Allenson. Rickey Toronto 5, Yankees 4
consecutive victory and
said Monday night after
Rick Miller hit a two- Henderson and Tony ArRance Mulliniks drove saddle the Twins
the Royals pounded out 18 out grand slam home run m a
with
s homered for in three runs with a pair
their 12th straight loss.
hits, including three in the fourth inning after
Oakland.
of
doubles
as Toronto
doubles and two triples, Oakland botched a double
Tigers 4, Angels 3
snapped the Yankees' Minnesota's
in thrashing the Chicago play. Miller hit his third
losing streak
Aka White Sox 11-4.
Lou Whitaker's two-out three-game winning
matches this season's
FAST START, BUT NO FINISH — A.J. Foyt led Sunday's Indy 500 and was
"There is career grand slam off Bo single with the
bases streak and stretched its major
really not an easy out in McLaughlin to erase a 1-0 loaded
clocked on the straightaway at 218 mph, but a bad fuel pump caused his early
league high
in the ninth inning only string of victories to
established by the Texas
the lineup."
departure.
Oakland lead. drove in the tying runs three. Mullinik
s gave the Rangers and is
The barrage lifted the McLaughlin retired the and
one short
pinch hitter Jerry Blue Jays the lead for of
the all-time Minnesota
Royals' team batting first batter in the fourth Turner
singled in the win- good at 2-1 in the third inrecord of 13 set in 1961.
average to .294, tops in before Carney Lansford ning
run as Detroit ning when he doubled off
the major leagues. They got an infield hit. Dave scored
three times to beat Roger Erickson to score
also lead the American Stapleton grounded to se- Californ
ia. California Alfredo Griffin and Hayes' three-run homer
League with 96 doubles cond baseman Davey reliever
Doug Corbett Damaso Garcia, who had capped a four-run first inand 23 triples.
Lopes, who tried to start retired the first two singled. Mullinik
s doubl- ning and Thornton's 14th
Elsewhere, the Boston a double play by tagging baters in
the ninth before ed another run across in home run of the season
Red Sox downed the Lansford. However, singles
by Richie Hebner the fifth and scored what made it 7-3 in the third.
By WILL GRIMSLEY
treacherous rapids and,
No more. Today the
AP Special
in auto racing, shoot for cars are winged missiles,
Correspondent
endless new plateaus of low to the ground, hoods
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) speed.
like arrow -heads,
— How much faster can
It's ingrained in the massive tires 19 inches
racing machines go human soul.
across, a sophisticated
By PAUL LeBAR
it's like when you play concern was stalling a
without turning the InPenske, who put Rick power plant and such inAP Sports Writer
basketball," said McGee, San Francisco attack
dianapolis 500 into a car- Mears in the fastest car novation
s as ground efST. LOUIS (AP) — A a prime contributor to a which manufactured a 3-1
nage or blunting the en- in the 66th Indy 500 Sun- fects,
a concept in
trade to the St. Louis Car- 10-run uprising which lead.
thusiasm of its legion of day only to see him aerodyn
amics that keeps
dinals, says outfielder keyed an 11-6 victory by
McGee triggered the
fans?
beaten by an eyelash by the car hugging the
Willie McGee, may have St. Louis.
St. Louis comeback with
"Speed isn't a killer — plucky Gordon Johncock, grounnd.
been the best thing that
his second single and the
•
•
it's loss of concentration now goes back to the
The fuel isn't ordinary
could happen to his bud'One team gets Cards' fourth hit. Before
and foolish human errors drawing board&
nehinitding care::P.
• gasoline. It's methanol,
...momentum and
1'three were out, 15 batters
that cause accidents just
"We never stop ex- and the machines burn it
keeps going. Everybody had gone to the plate and
as it is every day on our perimenting," he said. up
Presently, the NCAA
at the rate of 1.6 miles
The same can't be said, in the dugout was like a dozen of them reached
WEST PALM BEACH,
roads and highways," in- "New technology never a gallon
in their blistering Fla. (AP) — Basketball allows 8 full-time assis- however, for the way it's one," said the 23-year-old base.
sists Roger Penske, head ends."
speeds in excess of 200 coaches from tant coaches and 2 part- affected the San Fran- rookie. "They were clap"I felt my adrenaline
of, the $250 million carmph.
cisco Giants. On Monday ping for each other and pumping," said McGee,
Southeastern Conference time coaches.
Auto racing has come a
building corporation that
The SEC also decided night, for the second time getting going. When you who chipped in a twoThe early pace-setter colleges have voted to exrun
long way since June 1895,
bears his name.
Sunday, A.J. Foyt, Jr., periment next season to end its two-year ex- in a week, they were get an inning like that, single as the 10th batter
"Remember %tide when 22 primitive cars, was clocked
periment
with
the
basketburned by the ex-New you try to capitalize on to face Reme Martin, 0-3,
at 218 mph with full-game use of the
•
speeds have been averaging 15 mph, made on
the stratghttway 45-second shot clock, of- ball whistle stop. Of- York Yankee farmhand's it."
and _relievers_ Dan
the
750-mile round trip
escalating, until Gordon
ficials
said
the
rule
to
before a defective fuel ficials said at a meeting
hot bat.
UntT erupting in the Schatzeder and Fred
Smiley's accident in run from Paris to pump
automatically stop the
"It's the momentum; fourth, the Cards' chief Breining.
knocked
his
car
out
here.
trials this year we hadn't Bordeaux, the first
of the race.
Other college basket- clock when a referee
had a casualty here since recorded auto race.
Drivers, wearing ball conferences have blows his whistle had
1973.
fireproof underwear and adopted similar game caused more trouble and
"No matter how many
The first Indy 500 was jump suits, visored measures until the final 2- mistakes than it was
worth.
rules they impose to run on Memorial Day, helmets
and other protec- to 5-minutes of each conThe SEC decided to
reduce power, human in- 1911. The cars were open tive gear,
are squeezed test, but on Monday, the adopt
an experimental
genuity will find ways to two-seaters, with a into a
became
SEC
the
first
to coaches'
tiny cockpit. They
box along the
make the car go faster. mechanic sitting behind might
as well be in decide to use the shot basketball court. The 20
All the while, measures the driver. Ray Harroun straight
clock
for
entire
an
game.
jackets.
foot-long box limits the
are taken to make them was the initial winner,
The NBA uses a 24The whole scene is like
range of a coach can pace
safer."
averaging 75 mph.
something out of "Star second shot clock, and along the sidelines. Any
Penske, a onetime
many critics say teams'..By the end of World Wars."
transgression will result
driver himself who turn- War II the roadster had
While auto racing, like use of lengthy stalling in a technical foul, the
ed his skills in another developed into a long, thorough
bred racing, is tactics in college games league ruled.
direction, is merely enun- sleek machine with the suppose
d to be a means of could be eliminated with
Also, in track, the SEC
ciating a fact of life.
power train on the left improving the breed, the adoption of shot ruled to add two more
Man will continue to side to help keep it low on these whining
ground clocks.
events in the conference
dare. He will soar to the the turns. That was the torpedoe
":PN- •
In other measures,SEC indoor track meet. The
s haven't the
This Big 52" Fan
moon, scale the highest age of the Offenhauser slightest
athletic
director
and
s
resemblance to
SEC moved to add the
ith reversoble &
mountains, defy the most engines.
football and basketball 300-meter dash and the
the family jalopy.
variable speed
coaches voted to lobby distance medley relay,
starts at ONLY
the NCAA to move up the officials said.
signing of high school
Among those attending
players from Feb. 10 to the meetings at the
Feb. 1. The NCAA Breakers Hotel was new
formerly used a Dec. 15 ISU Athletic Director
rule, and many coaches Robert Brodhead,
favor an earlier signing formerly with the Miami
last Thursday's opener. Thursday night
By JOHN NADEL
at the date.
But the 76ers went back Forum and
AP Sports Writer
Dolphins, new Kentucky
Game 5 is
Football coaches also head football coach Jerry
LOS ANGELES (AP) to the chalkboard and Sunday in Philadel
phia. voted to ask the NCAA to Claibo
— The Philadelphia 76ers came up with strategy to If necessar
rne and new
y, the sixth increase their staffs to
9 Mississippi head baskethave proven they can overcome the Lakers' game will
be June 8 in full-time coaches and an
ball coach Lee Hunt.
beat the Los Angeles trapping defense and Los Angeles
and the unlimited number of
Meetings will resume
Lakers. The question now slow down their fast seventh on June
10 in graduate and student Wednesday and continue
206 E. Main 753-8194
is whether they can beat break. It worked.
Philadelphia.
assistant coaches.
through Thursday.
them three more times.
"I think we've taught
The 76ers, having end- ourselves how to beat
ed Los Angeles' record them," Erving said.
playoff wining string at "Now it's up to them to
nine with a convincing adjust."
110-94 victory Sunday in
That's precisely what
Philadelphia, try to take Lakers Coach Pat Riley
a 2-1 edge when the best- has in mind.
"We will have to make
of-seven National Basketball Association cham- some corrections," he
pionship playoffs resume said. "But I don't doubt
tonight at the Lakers' we can dolt."
The 76ers' strategy for
Forum.
Open Mon thru Thurs. Open Friday 8, Sat.
Closed
"We'll be back with a the second game ap8 a.m. to 7 a.m.
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
good attitude," said parently included being
Sunday
Lakers guard Norm Nix- more aggressive on the
on, who had just six boards and hustling back
points in the loss after quickly to cut off the
averaging 22 during post- Lakers' fast break. They
season play. "The loss out-rebounded Los
didn't do anything to us Angeles 52-39 and the
e
r Pr
)
117 ir
es
except make us hungrier. Lakers were successful
NATIONAL LEAGUE
1.).0 ley 1-21 at New Vert Monday's Games
Frosty
We've got to concentrate on less than half their fast
Acres
Breaded
liones 3-31,1n)
Easters Don
Detroit 4, California
W L Pct. GB
Cincinnati (Harris 1.11 at Boston 5, Oakland 2
better, prevent them breaks.
St Louis
Philadelphia iKrakow 4.3), nI
31 III
133
Toronto 5, New York
from controlling the
"People say you can't
New York
Los Angeles 1 Reuss 2-11 at Pittsburgh Baltimore S. Tesas 7
27 21
382
34
Montreal
Candelaria 141, In)
20 30
565
4
Cleveland 9, Minnesota 4
boards."
both crash the boards and
Frosty Acres Bleckeye
Philadelphia
San Francisco Hammaker 2-3i at
Frosty Acres
25 21
543
44
K aims City lt.ClMcago4
Philadelphia's Julius get back quickly on
Chicago
St Loins Stoner 41-11i, ink
21 211
429 10
Seattle 5, Milwaukee 4, 11 innings
Pittsburgh
18
27
480 II
Erving, overpowering in defense," said Riley.
Waiters Divn
Game 2, knows the "But they can. They're
Atlanta
17 II
574 —
Frosty Acres Baby
San Diego
Frosty Acres Porple Holl
21
AMERICAN LEAGUE
343
14
Lakers can be beaten, but the quickest team in the
Los Angeles
24
510
Eastern Derision
3
are very dangerous.
league."
Tuesday's Games
Houston
21 22
W L Pct GB
7
New York Morgan 3-1 at Toronto
Francisco 11 22
428
74 Boston 30 17
138
"Since we taught
Riley said he was pleas- San
Garvin
141,
Cincinnati
IS 22
Detroit
29
4
17
41/
530
4
ourselves how to beat the ed that the Lakers took
Texas (Tomo 1-7) at Baltimore
Newyork 24 21
533
5
,Stewart5-31
. in)
Monday.Games
Cleveland 13 13
.2111
54
Lakers, they're just the homecourt advantage
Minnesota ID.Jackson 11-5 at
New York IS, Atlanta 4
Baltimore 23 14
41111
another team now...but away from the 76ers —
Cleveland Waits 11-4 I, in)
Sae Diego f, Chicago?
Milwaukee 23 14
478
74
Chicago (Dotson 241 at Kansas City
Las Angeles 5. Pittsburgh 4
Toronto 21 U
447
9
they can still be three of the five remainBite 2-31,1n)
PhOstlelphia 5, Cincinnati 4, 15 innWestern Diction
awesome," said Erving, ing games would be at the
Detroit iPstry 141 at California
ings
California 11 18
133
Forsch IC;In)
leadreil ii, Hesston 0
Chicago zs Is
se Ii',
who scored 24 points and Forum if the series goes
Boston
1 Rainey 3-11 at Oakland
St.Luis 11,San Francisco
Kansas City 25 21
543
44
had 14 rebounds in the the distance.
Langford 3-71. DO
TolOday's Gams
Seattle 25 X
4110
7
Mul.ai1 Vactinrich fol I at Seattle
San Naga Mentes/co 2-4i at Oakland 23 27
4210
victory.
"I'm not happy with the lineage
Nelson 341, in)
Marti 4-2
Texas 14 29
326 14
The Lakers, who ran up loss, but I'm happy with
HMEStee ( Rattle 3-3 at Montreal Minnesota 12 39
235 IS
an 8-0 record in the two the split," Riley said of I Patinae 141, iii
playoffs leading up to the the opening two games in
championships, began Philadelphia. "We'll
the title series with a have a lot of support at
We Accept hied
Mien /SI- 1601
bang, roaring to a come- the packed Forum."
Stamps
!II? M. int SC
1100111;711111- I:IN Not. hi.
from-behind, 124-117 vicThe fourth game of the
"Orilrfederol Inspected Meat Market in Murray.'
tory over Philadelphia in playoffs is scheduled S.
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Penske says accidents
result of error,not speed
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NBA series resumes
Lakers try to bounce back
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Weather delivers a 'memorable' May
By GRAHAM VINK
Associated Press Writer
The Memorial Day holiday was a weekend to
forget for storm-battered
communities in the plains
as May's departing volley
of tornadoes and
thunderstorms killed at
least 19 people and routed
thousands from their
homes.
Some cities in Texas
and Oklahoma chalked
up their wettest May on
record, while residents of
Marion, Ill., prepared to
bury some of their dead
today after a tornado killed 10 people Saturday, injured at least 100 and left
1,000 homeless.
Thunderstorms packing hail and rain spread
from northern Texas to
as far north as Ohio on
Monday and as far south
as Florida, leaving water
2 feet deep in some communities.
To the west, cities in
Wyoming, Montana and
South Dakota shivered in
record low temperatures.
Snow fell in the Colorado
mountains while
residents of some Montana communities dug
out from 15 inches of

snow.
Hail the size of
baseballs pounded parts
of Oklahoma, and some
rivers reached flood
stage in Missouri and
Kansas.
Meanwhile, the National Weather Service's
six-month official Atlantic hurricane season
began today. The first
storm of the season will
be named Alberto.
Illinois Gov. James R.
Thompson estimated
damage from the Marion
tornado at 8100 million
and asked President
Reagan to declare
Williamson County a major disaster area. The tornado, cutting a swath
straight through town,
destroyed 161 homes and
47 businesses, said county
civil service director
Thomas Redickas.
"Everybody's just terrified," said Marion resident Jeanette Griffin as
heavy rain and black
skies coupled with
another tornado watch
Monday to renew fears.
"My children are
petrified."
It looks like sombody
dropped a bomb." said

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

-

ACROSS
1 Series of
games
4 Cookbook
abbr
6 Languish
11 Gain
13 Weirder
15 Three-toed
sloth
16 Merits
18 Too bad
19 Corded cloth
21 Disturbance
22 French article
23 Harvesters
26 Lair
29 Indigent
31 Parcels of
land
33 Artificial
language
34 Silver symbol
35 Three-toed
sloths
38 Sweet potato
39 Exists
40 Chi's State
41 Blunt end
43 Comfort
45 Permit
47 Relieved
50 Pronoun
52 Remove rind
53 Spanish title
56 Pitcher
58 Church
feature
60 Italian river
61 Fright
63 Entertained
65 Harass
66 After tra
67 Abstract
being
DOWN
1 Mast

Frank Olkoski of nearby
Herrin.
Severe thunderstorms
Monday spawned three
more tornadoes in Illinois, including a twister
in Crawford County that
smashed a barn, tore
awnings from mobile
homes and peeled off a
furniture store roof,
police said.
Lightning stuck several
petroleum sludge tanks
at an oil well near Ashley
in Washington County,
exploding an empty one
and igniting a brief fire in
a full tank, authorities
said. Three inches of rain
fell in an hour at Bement,
leaving 5 inches of standing water.
A funnel cloud touched
down Monday evening in
Henderson County, Ky.,
blowing the roof partly
off a school and damaging some mobile homes.
A weekend storm hammered Oklahoma City
with 75 mph winds and
brought May rainfall to a
record 12.07 inches. More
rain in Wichita Falls,
Tex., brought the month's
total to 13.22 inches,

Answer to Mooday's Puzzle

\NITR

4114

ALL RI61-4T TROOPS
I NAVE A QUESTION
FOR YOUcp

The mercury dipped
Monday to 27 degrees at
Sheridan, Wyo., easily
beating the record cold of
32 degrees set on that
date in 1917. Other
records for the date were
32 at Billings, Mont., and
33 at Rapid City,S.D.
In West Virginia,
residents of Cabin Creek
and other narrow coalmining valleys near
Charleston postponed
holiday picnics to begin
clearing tons of muck and
debris from Sunday's
flooding, which routed 200
to 300 people from their
homes.
Monday's storms in
Texas knocked out electrical power to thousands
in parts of Dallas, Sherman and McKinney and
blew down a 275-foot

vention, Carter discussed
the high and low points of
his years in the White
House, saying the
November 1979 capture of
the hostages at the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran
began "the worst year of
my life."
Discussing the Camp
David talks in September
1978 that led to a peace
treaty between Egypt
and Israel, Carter said he
feared at the time that
Egyptian leader Anwar
Sadat was "in physical
danger" from a member
of Sadat's own delegation. Carter said he
tightened the guard
around Sadat's cabin
without telling the Egyptian president, then
thought he might have
been foolish until Sadat
was assassinated in October 1981.
Carter said the Camp
David talks, where he
found Sadat and Israeli
Prime Minister
Menachem Begin to be
"absolutely incompatible," would be included in
his book,"Keeping Faith:

NO, BUT I
REAP .1)-E
REVIEWS"

WELL,THE
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Three people were
found dead in a mobile
home southeast of
Oklahoma City on Saturday after lightning
struck, and in Colorado
lightning killed a man in
a Denver park.
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Memoirs of a President."
The book is to be published Nov. 2 by Bantam
Books.
The former president,
looking relaxed and trim
in a dark business suit,
said he was torn by conflicting advice on ways to
free the hostages in Iran,
ranging "all the way
from dropping to our
knees and returning the
shah (of Iran) to be tortured and killed, to dropping an atomic bomb on
Tehran."
Carter said the most
difficult moment of his
term "was the time I got
word that the rescue mission to Iran had to be
aborted...and that an
unknown number in a
rescue team had been
killed."
He said he had a
"disgusting feeling of impotency" because he
could not free the
hostages immediately,
but said that if he had
taken military action, "I
think the hostages would
be dead today."

NEW GRADUATE AND 2LT — Catina Beasley Williams, daughter of T.
Wayne Beasley, Murray, and Kay Beasley, Old Hickory, TN, received a B.S.
degree in Computer Science and her commission as a 2LT in the U.S. Army,
through the Reserve Officers' Training Corps(ROTC) program, in ceremonies
held recently at Murray State University. 2LT Williams is married to
Christopher A. Williams, of Arlington,and will attend the Adjutant General's Officer Basic Course at Fort Benjamin-Harrison, IN, after which she will be
assigned to Headquarters Company, U.S. Army Transportation Center, Fort
Lconardwood, MO. Shown pinning on the 2LT bars are her husband and her
sister, Kayne Beasley,of Old Hickory,TN.

Two drown during holiday
LOUISVILLE, Ky. tucky State Police post at
(AP) — Two,drowned in Elizabethtown.
Police said Terrance
separate accidents over
the Memorial Day holi- was water-skiing just off
day weekend, including a the beach area at Rough
Fort Knox soldier who River about 6:20 p.m.
was water-skiing at Sunday when he tried to
Rough River near Har- swim to shore. He apdinsburg, Ky., said parently grew tired and
went under.
police.
Rescue workers took
The soldier was idenTerrance to the Grayson
tified as 20-year-old MarCounty Hospital, where
tin Terrance. His rank
he was pronounced dead
and hometown were not
at 8 p.m.
available, said a
An Irvine, Ky., man
spokesman at the Kenwho was fishing early

Saturday on the Kentucky River near Ravenna fell off a lock and
drowned, state police
said.
Officers at the Kentucky State Police post at
Richmond identified the
victim as Arnold Eugene
Payne,48.
Payne drowned about 1
a.m., apparently after he
fell from Lock 12 into the
river, said police. The
body was recovered
about 5 p.m. Saturday
afternoon.

By The Associated Press
Six people were killed
on Kentucky roads during
the Memorial Day holiday weekend, said state
police.
The latest fatality occurred just after midnight Sunday. John
Fackler, 63, of Corydon,
Ind., died when his car
ran off the road just west
of the Shively Exit on Interstate 64 near
Louisville.
A 36-year-old Carlisle,
Ky. man died Sunday in
Bourbon County after the
van he was driving struck
a tree on U.S. 27 about 4
miles south of Paris, said
a spokesman at the Ken-

tucky State Police post in
Dry Ridge.
The victim, Robert L.
Marvin, was pronounced
dead at 4 p.m. after the
van burst into flame, said
police.
Jackie Huron, 39, of
Maysville, Ky., died
when the car he was driving ran off Kentucky 10
near his hometown at
5:30 a.m. Sunday morning, said investigating officers.
Larry Blanton, 20, of
Harbor, Ky., also died
early Sunday after he
was struck by two
vehicles on U.S. 460.
Police said Blanton was
struck by a car as he

walked along the center
of the highway about 21
/
2
miles west of Edna, Ky.
The victim was lying on
the side of the road with
bystanders waiting for an
ambulance when he was
struck again, this time by
a four-wheel-drive vehicle, said a spokeswoman
at the Kentucky State
Police post in Pikeville.
Neither vehicle stopped , said the
spokeswoman. Blanton
was pronounced dead at
the scene at 2 a.m.
Officers reported
earlier that Larry M.
Sheffield, 34, of Winchester, Ky., died at 2
a.m. Saturday after his

car crashed on nentucky
15 about 13 miles east of
his hometown. The accident occurred about 19
p.m. Friday.
Police also said Frank
Casey Jr., 19, of Phelps,
Ky., died at 10 p.m. Friday after he was struck
by a car, apparently after
he fell down in the westbound lane of Kentucky
194.
The accident occurred
about six miles west of
Jamboree,Ky.
The fatalities brought
the year's death toll in
Kentucky to 295, compared with 327 on May 31,
1981, said state police.

Iraq claims main Iranian oil terminal bombed

WONDER
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Rain in Tampa, Fla.,
apparently contributed to
the drowning of a 40-yearold retarded man swept
away in a drainage ditch
Sunday night, police said.
A 67-year-old man from
Festus, Mo., died Sunday
when he was crushed by a
tree toppled by high
EW GRADUATE,2LT A'''
— 'athryn A. ie
winds.
k, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald R. Sielbeck, Route 1, Grand Chain,IL, received a B.S. degree
in
In Montana, Friday's nursing and her
commission as a 2LT in the U.S. Army,through the Reserve Ofsnowstorm was blamed ficers' Training Corps
(ROTC)program,in ceremonies held recently at Murray
for the death of a woman State University. The first graduate
from Murray State to be commissioned in
whose truck was hit by a the United States Army Nurse Corps, 2LT
Sielbeck will be taking the nursing
Falls.
Great
near
train
state board examination in July, after which she will be attending the Army
In Oklahoma, rescue Nurse Corps Officer Basic Course at Fort Sam Houston, TX. Shown
pinning on
workers searched for the the 2LT bars are her rents.
body of a 12-year-old boy
lost in a canoe accident.

Six killed on Kentucky highways
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radio tower near Terrell.
A Texas woman was
killed and her husband
was injured when wind
toppled a 60-foot tree onto
their tent near Denison
Dam in Bryan County,
Okla.

Carter insists he is notforlorn
since losing election to Reagan

ANAHEIM, Calif.(AP)
— Jimmy Carter says he
A UplAS
$
feel "abandoned
A
TUT
A
0 doesn't
or forlorn" since losing
EL
A S E
SLA T
A 'T the 1980 presidential elecS
RAT
ST
tion to Ronald Reagan,
A T E
A
OUP
even though he's never
SE
consulted by Reagan's
ERS
administration.
A
Sii
NDERE°
,H A TE
A
Carter, making a
A
ET A
LS
public appearance MonH A VEIIL
A
ol day before the American
A
AS
E r41111u
Booksellers Association
to publicize his memoirs,
37 Uphold
55 Bow.
also said he knew his ad42 Beverage
56 And: Fr,
44 Sum up
ministration was doomed
57 Spider'
46 At that place
product
when Iran failed to
48 Lawful
59 Greek letter
release the 52 American
49 Andes animal 62 Faroe
hostages before the elec51 Sins
whirlwind
54 Unlock
64 Compass pt
tion.
.1 2 3
7 13
He said the Reagan administration hasn't con11
013
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lio suited him since he left
15
16
office, but added, "I do
19
21
22
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23
26
forlorn. I ao feel that
PIP
31
sa
presidents have a
valuable store of ex35
3/
39
perience and acquain41
tance with world
45—
47
4
leaders...I consulted with
President Ford frequentse
60
Speaking to reporters
63
after
a breakfast address
es
es
11157
to 1,700 people at the con-

2 Great Lake
3 Face — face
4 Crown
5 Denude
6 Demolish
7 Scale note
8 Spoken
9 Lubricated
10 Soup of a
Sort
12
Symbol
14 Delhi coins
Abbr
17 Christmas
20 In favor of
24 Time periods
25 RR depot
27 Goddess of
discord
28 Facial
feature
29 Bucket
30 Stare
amorously
32 Pintail duck
36 — a boy

breaking a record set in
1891.
More than 1.8 inches of
rain fell in a 24-hour
period ending Monday
night at Cape Girardeau,
Mo., and the Tampa Bay
area of Florida got 442 inches of rain Sunday and
Monday.

BEIRUT, Lebanon
(AP) — Iraq said today
its bombers have
disrupted operations at
Iran's main oil shipping
terminal at Kharg Island
in the Persian Gulf, but
Iran said raiding enemy
jets were driven off
without scoring any hits.
Both sides exchanged
fresh charges of shelling
civilian neighborhoods in
major cities on the north
And of the gulf, the major
theater of the 20-monthold war between the two
Moslem nations.
The combat reports
came from official war
communiques issued by
each nation. No independent reporters 'were able
to verify the reports.
Iran's official IRNA
news agenoy disclosed
that Iraqi missiles last
Thursday had killed 11
soldiers praying in a mosque in the recently recaptared city of Khorram-

shahr.
The agency also said
Iraqi long-ranged artillery had pounded
Iran's oil refining city of
Abadan, 12 miles south of
Khorramshahr on the
eastern shore of the
disputed Shatt al-Arab
waterway and warned
that Iran's patience was
running thin.
"How long can Iran's
soldiers of Islam tolerate
the Iraqi? How long can
they confine themselves
to trying to stop these
crimes from within
Islamic lands only," the
agency's commentary
asked.
This was a new threat
that Iranian forces would
penetrate the Iraqi
border at a Wile major
Arab oil-producing nations of the gulf have appealed to Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's
regime to accept a ceasefire on the pre-war

border.
Foreign ministers of
Saudi Arabia and five
other Arab states on the
gulf's western coast

issued the appeal at the
end of a two-day conference in the Saudi
capital of Riyadh Monday
night.

Inmate dies from jail hanging
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
(API — The hanging
death of an inmate at the
Christiar County jail has
been tentatively ruled a
suicide, said authorities,
The body of Leonard A.
Braithwaite, 18, was
found hanging from the
bars of his cell at 6:10
a.m. Sunday by inmates
and deputy jailers, said
Coroner Alan W. Beard.

His bedsheets had been
ripped apart and braided
into a rope, Beard said.
Braithwaite, a native of
Guyana and a parolee
from the Kentucky State
Reformatory near La
Grange, was arrested
Friday night in connection with a break-in in
Hopkinsville, said police.
He was being 'held under
a $10,000 bond.

More than 300 motorists die on holiday
By The Associated Press
More than 300
motorists died this
weekend during the long
Memorial Day holiday,
but the nation's death toll
fell far short of the 400 to
500 fatalities predicted by

• Pt

the National Safety Council.
Last year, 378 people
died on the streets and
highways over the threeday weekend, compared
with 308 victims reported
by early today.
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M
1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

INVITATION TO BID
THE CITY OF MURRAY STREET DEPARTMENT IS REQUESTING BIDS ON THE
FOLLOWING MATERIALS:
CLASS A STATE CONCRETE
51/2 bog mix
6 bog mix
CRUSHED LIMESTONE
CORRUGATED METAL CULVERT PIPE.
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE IN THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE,
CITY HALL BUILDING. BIDS WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL 5:00 P.M., JUNE 10,
1982.
ROBERT BUTLER, STREET SUPERVISOR
2. Notice

2. Notice

NOTICE
Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger & Times
are 8 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8-12.

SPECIAL
1 Caret
Reg $1200
f
--P4Ow

'487 & up

THATTIT
GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.

LETS GO FISHING
Now open Rex's Bait
and Tackle Hwy
732 Irvin Cobb Road. 5
miles off 94 East. Red
worms and night
crawlers, (fresh from
bed to box) rods and
reels, minnow buckets,
croppie rigs, floats,
hooks, sinkers, and lots
of other bait related
items. Also novelties.
Open every day your
business always
appreciated
The Apple Tree School
provides quality child
care with an
educational program
for ages 2 through 5.
Also, a summer program is available for
school age children.
753 9356.

Check Our
Classified
Section.
For
Economically

Priced Autos

Olympic Phi.

•.7S31113
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday
us for your
a Cat
portrait lust as Cuy

casuals
are

CARTER STUDIO •
4300 Main 753-8298.

THE CATCH
Catfish and Seafood
Wednesday through
Sunday, 10:00 AM 6:00 PM, 759-1506

•

Shirley Florist
and
Green Houses
500 N. 4th St.
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-3251
8-5 Mon.Sat.

ATTENTION
Teachers wanted who
are interested in a full
or part time summer
jobs. Apply to P.O.
Box 104013. Murray,
Ky. 42071.

SPECIAL
1 Caret

2. Notice

19. Farm Equipment

Choose a rewarding
career as a MEDICAL
LABORATORY
TECHNICIAN. CUMBERLAND SCHOOL.
321 N. Washington,
Cookeville. Phone 5263 6 6 0 . Apply Now!
Classes begin June 7.

Complete Hydraulic
Hose Repair Service G
& Y Farm Center
759-4440.
Now for Rent. New John
Deere 510 Round Bailer
$1. per bale. G & Y
Farm Center. Call 759
4440.

6. Help Wanted
College representative
for Multi-Billion Dollar
Co. for sales in Murray.
College degree re
quired. Excellent Income unlimited bonus.
No travel. Send resume
to: Gregory Vincent PO
Box 2116 Owensboro,
Ky. 42302 or call 502-684
0520.
H ELP WANTED COUNTER CLERKS,
SEAMSTRESSES,
P R ESSORS, good
hours good pay. Inquire
in person at 605 Main.
No phone calls. Boones
Laundry and Cleaners.
MODELS FOR IN
DUSTRIAL SHOWS,
FASHION, COMMERCIALS, PRINT ASSIGNMENTS CALL
2 1 2 5 8 2 5 5 5 9 .
N EW FACES ALL.
AGES FOR TV COMMERCIALS AND FILM
EXTRAS CALL 212 582
5
5
5
9
SINGERS FOR INTERNATIONAL DISCO
SOME TRAVEL ALL
TYPES CALL 212-8692352.
Part or full time work
from home, processing
mail or typing, experience unnecessary,
excellent income
potentials. For information send stamped, self-addressed envelope to: Betty
Orlowski 6467 S. 27th St.
Franklin, Wisconsin
53132.

Male between 18 and
45 rears of age. Must
I. able to work flexible boors hive a valid
drivers license and be
able to work on a ladder. Janitorial experience preferred bat
not necessary. Send
qualifications and
references along with
phone number to P.O.
Box 763 Morro ,K .

THAT'S IT
GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.

28. Mobile Home Rentals

Will mow, rake, and
bail hay or straw in
Stella, Kirksey, and
Coldwater area. Call
489-2551.
Will mow yards. Call
753-7675 after 8p.m.

For rent 2 bedroom
trailer extra nice near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2118.
Mobile homes for rent.
Call 753-7975.
Three bedroom mobile
home on large private
lot. Deposit required.
Call 753-7791.
Trailers for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court.
Two or 3 bedroom new
furniture and carpet,
central heat and air.
185. 5150. per month.
Shady Oaks 753-5209.

15. Articles for Sale

Olympic PING
753-7113

Open 9 a.m. to 9
p.m., 1 p.m. to 6
p.m. %nay

Two air conditioners
5000 BTU, Astroglas
14ft boat 65hp Mercury,
trailer, utility trailer,
electric sign 3x5ft. Call
753-5281,

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storer Space
For Rent
753-4758

16. Home Furnishings

WALLIS DRUG
•PRISOtIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DINO
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES Mt RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BIANDS OF COSMETICS
*ROUSTED(STONY PRODUCTS
No* DeIvery ea Pramiptieno la thy Units

NOTICE
If you are the owner of a
1978-79-80 Monte Carlo,
El Cameno, Malibu, 79
Caprice or Impala and 80
Camero or 80 Chevy
pickups your car could
possibly be involved in a
Product Safety Campaign.
Please Contact Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet - Murray,
Ky. for corrections.
•.e •

I

Refrigerator, vinyl
couch, floor model glass
display case. Call between 9.30 & 5. 753-317.1.

EXCELLENT
LOCATION

LIQUIDATION
SALE
Close-Ovt Prices
Throughout The
Store.

CRASS
FURNITURE
3rd & Poplar
753-3621
Round oak table, buffet,
4 chairs. Call 753-7975.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

Factory Soles
and Service
500 Maple St.
759-4801
Under New
Mouserment

"P' • 111•••,.....- ir

r

Garage
Sale
510 Blair
Wed. & Thur.
8 til 4:00

or Professional Offices or Retail
Business. 2000 sq.
ft. on the Court
Square. Lease for
only $2.10 per sq.
ft. Utility cost very
reasonable. For information call
after 3 p,m. 7539574.

32. Apts. For Rent
Country living with the
convience of town at
Hamlet North Apts. 2
bedroom town houseS,
appliances furnished.
Call 753-75500r 753-7559.

43. Real Estate
Established income!
It's a great big beautiful
world to live on Ky.
Lake have your busi
ness, home and office
all on a wooded water
wonderland. A complete resort • --cottages,
dock, mobile unit hookups, fishing equipment,
boats, motors, bait
house, beach. Present
owner retiring after 21
years. Call
753-1492-Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

Who said big is
better? Are you
tired of having
your property lost
in a backlog of
LISTING? Bring it
to MTG and let us
give it a personal
touch. Coll Bob
Haley at 7534000 or 4892266.

OWNER FINANCING
makes this 2 bedroom
home in friendly es
tablished neighborhood
one you can afford
Start your family here
or retire in nice at
mosphere. Priced in
$20'5. For details call
Spann Realty As
sociates 753 7774

Realtors
Village 641 North
Murray, Ky.
GRE-AT B U Y
Yes owner financing
available -on this 3
bedroom brick home in
the heart of town.
Owner has taken
special care of this
excellent home for
years. Only $29,000. Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
Today 753-7724.

Office Cum to Cesst
Boyers from Everywhere
Reliehle Service Slice 1100
1/12 Coldwater Rood
*envy, Keetecky 12071
(502)153-0116
Aaytime
70E L. KENNON
Broker
Liownd & londo41

Thursday, Friday,
Seterday. Infant te
she S. Adult defiles,
toys. Industrial Reed
mist te Soothers
State.

Real Estate
Soethside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Here's approximately 3
acres for country living,
for playful children, for
the victory garden, for
the family pet, for a lot
of pleasure for your own
little group. Owner is
willing to lend you your
down payment to buy
his house Dial 753 1/92
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Ladies & Maui Oleos Shined 75' Pr.
Beets 51.00 pr.
C•••••
225 L.P. Miler St.
C••••••••

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cats $1.00
Shampoo, Sbeve and Haircut $2.75
Opal Nears Ales., Tees., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30-753.3615

'
1!'"I'511701
1*-

•

•

53. Services Offered

1979 Chrysler
New Yorker. Black
on black with red
leather interior.
25,000

miles.

Loaded. Phone
759-1293 after 5
p.m.

1968 Cadillac Cotoe
Deville----perfeet--tondi
tion. 62,000 miles. Call
753 9400.

Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359, nights 474 2276.
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate.
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL
Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 21 inches be(ow the
ground, leavind only
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319.

ROOF
-PROBLEMS?

ror Sale

Lake Cottage Hi Cypress
Cad Area. Kew Root sew
carpp, deep well, Welshed, oe three lots. Priced to
sell later $12,000.

Purdoms
Oldsmobile
Pontaic
Cadillac
153-5315

For Sole

Yard
Sale

49. Used Cars

1974 / door Impala.
Excellent condition,
now tires, 86,000 miles.
1 8 0 0 . 7 5 3 0 7 1 2 or
753 3534.
1977 Mercury Monarch
Smart people invest in 753-8723.
real estate near Un- Local 1 owner, silver
iversity. 10 !/•2 down, 11 with red interior,
l/2 percent financing. automatic with air.
753-4023.
759-1074, 753-2619.
Three bedroom house Cutlass Supreme 1979
with basement apart- With Calais package.
Need a second opiments, plus another Tilt, sport wheels. low
house with two apart- mileage, 2 tone, 6
nion? local
ments. Close to business cylinder, super sharp.
references. Coll Hugh
section. 565,000. KO P. 711 Chestnut, 753-8512.
Outland. 759-1718 o
PERUD REALTY
JEEPS, CARS,
753-8076.
753-1222.
PICKUPS from $35.
Available at local Gov't
44. Lots for Sale
Auctions For Directory
Trailer lot with trailer call 805-687-6000 Ext. MITCHELL
hook-up in K irksey 8155 Call refundable.
BLACK TOPPING
area. Call 489-2796 after
Commercial, Indust
50. Used Trucks
6p.m.
rial, Residential, also
1957 One ton truck. 85 Patching and Seal
45. Farms for Sale
percent restored, new Coating. Phone 753-1537.
58 acre farm with 6 motor, paint, bed, 63,000 Painting: Check our low
mobile homes and 1 miles, looks and runs prices before you paint.
house. A good monthly like new. Call 436 2289 Robinson and Day.
after 5p.m.
753-5292 or 753 3716 ,
income. Owner financ
ing with down payment. 1976 F-100 truck with evenings.
Paved road close to 94. camper that sleeps 4. Refrigeration and Air .
Call 354-6144 or 901-651- Call 753-7852 after 7p.m.
Condition Service and
3800.
Repair. Central air
51. Campers
(spring special) corn
46. Homes for Sale
22ft. Coachman loaded plete cleaning on air
with extra's. Used 6 conditioners. 436-5536.
times. Call 759-1703,

For sale by owner brick
Five year old 3 bedroom
house, 3 large benear Kenlake Resort.
drooms, large living
Large kitchen, carpet,
room, kitchen and dinair condition. $195. plus
ing room combination, 1
deposit. Call 142-3877.
bath another bath not
House in South Graves
completed, utility room,
County. Reference relarge den, carport,
THE CURE
quired. $125. month.
patio, central heat and
FOR YOUR
Call 382-2438 or 382 234/.
air, and a stove chimOne bedroom house HOUSE
ney. 3 large lots with big
partially furnished.
HUNTING
new barn on number 2
Water furnished in
lot, garden on number 3
HEADACHE
Lakeway Shores. 753lot. Lynn Grove for sale
There is plenty of
6123.
sign in yard. Nice.
room
for
a
large
Seven room house 1107
759-4702.
family in this new
Olive. Call Mayfield
Four bedroom house
747-4869.
four bedroom, 2
with plenty of closet
Three bedroom house
bath home. It is
space. The house sits on
near Ky. Lake. Com1 /
1
2 acres with new
located in a quite
pletely furnished,
storage building and
country
setting
onwasher-dryer included.
just 2 miles from town.
753-8964 after 5p.m. ly minutes from
For appointment calf
town and close to
Deposit required.
753-8563.
Two bedroom house
Oaks Country
$150. Call 753-3530.
Club. There are
Two bedroom untwo heat pumps
furnished house. $125.
for economical
rent, $125. deposit. Re12
Smell house and 1 /
heating and coolference only. In Almo
acres
includes
shed.
ing.
Contact
any
area. Call 753-9319.
Asking $12,000. Call
member of the
Two or 3 bedroom brick
home. Utility room,
Kopperud Realty
753-7364 after 5:30
carport. Deposit re'Home Team' for
p.m. Country setting,
quired. Call 522-7837
service
in
real
city
address.
after 4:30p.m.
Two women want to • Real Estate.
share nice 3 bedroom
Good investment pro
house 1 !/2 block from
16.
perty. 641 South, ap
campus. '/2 bath and
proximately 4 miles Furnished air conprivate entrance.
Murray
Two ditioned house on 2 lots,
from
Available June 1st. Call
large sundeck. Pine
frame
houses
on
5
acres
Rebekah after 5p.m.
(tendable). Excellent Bluff. Shores. $20,000.
753-6577.
commercial property 759 1074,753-2649.
with ideal building site,
plus income from rental 47. Motorcycles
38. Pets-Supplies
houses. 5-21,500. KOP
1980 Yamaha IT 250
For sale Registered PERUD REALTY
Dirt Bike. Call 753 3830.
Ratteriers. 753 9839.
753 1222.
Persian kittens $40. Call
48. Auto Services
753-8291.
Used Volkswagon parts,
Perdom & Thurman'
tune-up, break jobs,
41. Public Sale
Insurance &
rebuilt motors. 435-4272.

opertments. Seamy
set MI neer Universi-

••••••
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34. Houses for Rent

FOR RENT
Beautifyl furnished
martinet for 4 college girls er boys glee
land 2 bedroom
ty. nein 7,53-5865
it 753-5108 after
5:30 p.m.

43. Real Estate

Strout.
Realty

Kelley's Tenniti
& Post Control

9. Situation Wanted

Want to buy used child's
swing set in good condition. 753-5383.
Want to buy tractor
powered post hole digger. Call 753-8216 after
5p.m.

41. Public Sale

32. Apts. For Rent

Duplex near college 2
bedroom, large deck,
patio, central heat and
air. Call after 5p.m.
753-6699.
Efficiency apartment
partial utilities paid. No
pets. $95. a month.
753-9741.
Extra nice 1 bedroom
N.Musical
furnished apartment. 1
CAR STEREO Pioneer, 112 block from Univers
Kenwood, Marantz, ity. Open now. Call
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro- 753 2967 after 5p.m.
fessional installation. Extra nice 2 bedroom
Sunset Boulevard Music duplex in Northwood.
Dixieland Center All appliances furChestnut St. 753-0113.
nished. Call 753-0814.
Nice apartment for rent
close to MSU. No pets.
$125. per month, deposit
required. 753-6564.
REPOSSESSED
One and 2 bedroom
ORGAN
apartments for rent.
One half already paid
Call 753-3530 The
balance due or mon• Embassy Apts
One and 2 bedroom
tidy payments.
apartments near downCLAYTON'S
town Murray, 753 4109,
762.6650 or 436-2844.
7S3-7S7S
One bedroom or 3
bedroom apartment.
Call 8-5 753-3131.
One bedroom furnished
23. Exterminating
apartment. Partial
utilities paid, couples
preferred. No pets. $115.
month. 753-9741.
One bedroom apart
ment furnished or un
furnished in lakefront
house, fireplace. Panorama Shores. 753-7272,
436 2484.
One bedroom apartment and a 2 bedroom
apartment. $110. water
Phone 753-3914 paid. 489-2244.
Two bedroom furnished
and 2 bedroom un24. Miscellaneous
furnished apartments
12in. Black - and white near downtown. 2 bedt.v. $20., orange tele- room house on N. 6th.
phone $10., vacuum Lease and deposit recleaner $7.50, hanging quired. No pets. Call
753-9208 after 4p.m.
lamp 57. 759.9818.
4x8 Flashing portable Unusually fine quality
sign. Will sacrifice. Call duplex, rents for
$500 -month. Disposal,
502-529-2721 collect.
range, refrigerator and
Camper top for Chevy dishwasher each side.
pickup for sale. Call 1,800 sq. ft. of living
753-8811.
area. Priced at $64,900.
Sunny Acres Nursery. KOPPERUD REALTY
Garden bedding and -753-1222.
house plants, 901
Johnny Robinson Road. 33. Rooms for Rent
Call 753-3619,
Furnished room for
W. R. Bryant & Com- rent. 1 block from MSU.
pany all steele building Kitchen, laundry
299sq. ft. White roof facilities. Boys only.
colored walls. Example $60. per month. Call
50x100x14 $14,950. Call 759-4538.
collect 502 769 1144
Rooms for rent 1 block
F.O.B. Plant.
from MSU. 753-1812,
753-6933.

R.N. or L.P.N. needed 26. TV-Radio
part time or full time
for the 3-i1 and 11-7 shift
starting salary $5.20. Is
Color 25 inch TV, Only
L.P.N.'s starting salary
25.00 per month.
$6.35. For RN's excelNew warranty.
lent benefits available.
CLAYTON'S
Call or apply in person
at Care Inn 4th and
753-7575
Indiana Mayfield, Ky.
42066. Phone 247-0200.
We need 5 people to 27. Mobile Home Sales
work 5 days a week to
earn good money part- 12x52 Mobile home good
time. Call after 5p.m. condition, Fox
Meadows. Call 753-1905.
1 797-8733.

14. Want to Buy

Reg $1200
Now $487 &

31E 31E"1E 3E13D

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy 121 South
Murray, Ky.
New and used auto
ports batteries tires
wheel covers Auto
Accessories.
753-5500

49. Used Cars
1972 Cutlass Oldsmobile
112. Saddle, Bronco, tan
vinyl top, bucket seats
Power steer
console
ing, power brakes
Pioneer AM FM cass
ette, new battery.
Cutlass ma 95.
Goodyear Polyglass
turbo hydrolnatic 400
steele 455 with Riche
ster Q.J. $3450. Call
901 642 1492 between 5
and 9c1 m.

52. Boats-Motors
23ft. Cruiser Fiberglas
inboard outboard, 155
V-6omc, cabin fully
equipped. 759.1987.
1976 Jet Boat 18ft 460
Ford tunnel ram, dual
holley's, bassett
headers Call 753-0582.
FOR SALE
Houseboat; 30 ft.
fiberglass Drift -R
Cruise. 100 Neat motor.
New carpet and paint.
Boat in excellent condition. In water on KY
Lake; dockage paid
until Jan. 1983. $4,500.
Call 753-3535 after
6:00p.m. Call 247-0282
days.

53. Services Offered
AIR CONDITIONERS
and appliances serviced. Freezers,
washers, dryers, and
refrigerators. All
brands. 759-1322.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE- Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Service 202 S. 5th St.
7 5 3 - 1 8 7 2 ,
753 8886(home)

Alumina Service Cs.
clewing ail viey1 sidieg,
castes -140N work.
Renames. Call Mill El
Bailey, 753-I639.
Repair on all small
engines. Lawn mowers,
tillers, and chain saws
of any kind. 1001 E.
Glendale off 12th. St.
753-4590.
Rooteig all types. 15
years experience. All
work guaranteed. Don
Wilkerson 489 2580, 345
2602.
WILL DO HOUSE
PAINTING, TRIM
WORK, in Murray,
Calloway County. Free
estimates. Satisfaction
guarenteed. Call 753
0819.

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
20 years experience.
Stained floors our
speciality.
BODEAU
FLOOR CO.
354-6127

Will clean carpets,
windows, also clean
and wax hard wood
floors. Satisfaction
gyaranteed.

We clean and buy used
air conditioners. Bran
don Dill, 753 9104.
Will do plumbing, air
condition, painting,
roofing, hauling, con
crete work. Call
I 753 2211.
trenching. 753
Appliance repair work Will do
9839.
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen. Call 753 5311 or Will do yard work and
hedge trimming, cut
354-6956. Earl Lovett.
remove dead
Asphalt driveways and and
Call 753 0712 or
parking lots sealed by hedge.
753-3534.
Sears. For free esWill sharpen hand saws
timates call 753-2310.
and chain saws.
CARPET CLEANING,
753-4656.
Free Estimates.
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam or Quick Dry Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753 5827.
Campbell's Tree SerDo you have a tobacco
vice. Topping, trim•
or dairy born in need
Full
ming, removing
of repair? Now would
insurance. Call 1-5270918.
be the time to give us
Chimney Sweeping
a call.
Service. Do it now
before you need your
We put on or repair
chimney. Later we will
galvanized and
have a working list. Call
435-4348 or 762-4792.
aluminum roofs and

753-3317

J.C. & C.
Sheeting

siding.
NIIM/1111
my
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops pointing.
Jock Glover
753 1873

Concrete, block, brick.
21 years experience. No
lob to large or small.
Free estimates. Call
753 5476
Custom Dozer work. All
kinds of dirt work
Specialize in clearing
straight blade or cutter
blade. Call 502 658 3302
nights or 502 247-4588.
FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumbing, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs. Licensed.
Call 753 0092or 753-9673

Call 759-1600
(Office) or
7 5 3 - 0 3 29
(Home)
Word Processing Ser
vice Complete typing
service, mailing list,
lables, direct mail ad
vertising, includes fold
ing, stuffing, postage
meter service. Call
753 0500,759 1610,

55. Feed and Seed
For sale exceptional
quality red clover or
chard grass hay
De
livered or picked up in
the field. To be cut and
bailed in next 10 days.
489 2719
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Nixon says Kennedy
is 'a practical man'

OBITUARIES

John C. Baker
Mrs. Haneline
dies; memorial
dies today
rites planned
Mrs. Ola Haneline, 93,
Coldwater, died today at
5:30 a.m. at Long Term
Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Ceazer
Haneline, died May 29,
1964, and a foster son,
Robert Hoke, also is
deceased. Born April 8,
1 889, she was the
daughter of the late Louis
Lamb and Nancy
Charlton Lamb.
Mrs. Haneline was a
member of Coldwater
Church of Christ.
She is survived by a
son, Revel Haneline, Cold w a ter ; two granddaughters, Mrs. Frank
( Nancy ) Paschall, Coldwater, and Mrs. Amanda Burrows, Paris,
Tenn.; a greatgranddaughter, Sheila
Paschall; Coldwater.
Max Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
arrangements.

Fire destroys
two houses
ROYALTON, Ky.(AP)
- Firefighters from
three eastern Kentucky
communities battled for
more than two hours to
put out a blaze that
destroyed two houses and
damaged a third here.
The blaze broke out
Shortly after 11 p.m. Sunday and was put out about
1:30 a.m. Monday, said
Royalton Fire Chief Tommy Joseph. Royalton's
unit was aided by fire
trucks from Salyersville
and Oil Springs.
Joseph said the fire
destroyed two homes and
scorched another in the
small cluster of homes
located off Kentucky 7
about 8 miles south of
Salyersville in Magoffin
County.
One man suffered a
slight burn on the arm, he
said.
The firefighters used
about 5,000 gallons of
water to douse the blaze,
said Joseph.

Oil leaks
from pipe
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.
( AP) - About 25 barrels
of crude oil leaked from a
four-inch pipe Monday on
property cwned by
Ashland Oil Co. just south
of here,said authorities.
The spill was reported
about 6:30 p.m., said Gordon Nichols of the state
Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services.
Nichols said Ashland
clean-up crews arrived at
the scene shortly after
the leak was discovered
and were attempting to
clean up the spill.
He said field representatives from his division
and the state Department
rof Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection planned to visit the
site early Tuesday.
The oil did not enter a
nearby stream called
Grassy Creek, Nichols
said.

Memorial services for
John Campbell Baker,28,
will be Wednesday at 4
p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church,
Murray. The Rev. R.E.
Rabatin will officiate.
Mr. Baker, Rt. 4, died
Saturday in his sleep
while visiting at the home
of a friend in Memphis.
An autopsy is being performed.
The deceased was a
career musician and had
recently completed a tour
with a rock band in Memphis.
He was a 1972 graduate
of Valley High School,
Louisville, and a 1976
graduate of Murray State
University with a double
major in radio-television
and journalism.
While at Murray State
he worked with both the
radio and television stations. After graduation he
played in the local Murray rock band,
"Jarabonga," before going on tour as a musician.
Mr. Baker was a
member o-f Faith
Presbyterian Church,
Louisville. While in high
school he was a member
of the marching band, active in Scouting and
received dramatic
awards as well as the
Outstanding Senior
award.
Born May 25, 1954, in
Louisville,,he was the son
of Frank I. Baker and
Jessie Campbell Baker
who now reside on Rt. 4,
Murray.
Burial will be in
Oakwood Cemetery at
Milan, Tenn., with arrangements by Bodkin
Funeral Home there.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to the Faith
Presbyterian Church,
Louisville, and may be
made through the First
Presbyterian Church,
Murray.

1972 class
plans reunion
Members of the „,1972
class of Murray High
School will have their 10year reunion Saturday
night.
Planned activities include coffee and
refreshments from 10
a.m. to 11:30 at the high
school, reception at the
Murray Country Club
from 6 p m. to 7:30, banquet and short program
from 7:30 to 9 and a dance
from 9 to midnight.
Those wishing to make
reservations for the reunion are asked to contact
class member Becky
Wilson.

SHARES BEST OF SHOW HONORS-Don Moseley (right), a graduating senior at Murray High School,
shows off the pocket knife he made which earned him a share of Best of Show honors in the annual Industry
and Technology Exhibition at Murray State University May 20-21. Admiring his work is Dan Blankenship,industrial arts teacher at Murray Middle School. Moseley,the son of Dr. and Mrs.Owen B. Moseley of 1623 Loch
Lomond, was presented a $200 scholarship to attend Murray State. He produced his work in a class at Murray
High taught by Joe Keeslar. About 500students from 12schools submitted approximately 900 entries in the annual event sponsored by the Department of Industrial Education at Murray State.

Mason to retire from MSU after 33 years
Neale B. Mason, who
accepted a one-year appointment to teach music
on the campus in 1949, is
retiring from the Murray
State University faculty
May 31 after 33 years of
service.
Recognized through the
years as an outstanding
teacher at Murray State,
Mason, a full professor,
has also become widely
known as a cellist and

Neale B. Mason
conductor and for his active support of string
music programs on the
campus and in the area.
Responding to a request by a group of musicians in Owensboro in the
mid-1960s, he founded
and conducted for five
years the Owensboro
Civic Orchestra, which is
now known as the
Owensboro Symphony.
The New Hampshire
native was cellist in the
Memphis Symphony for
six years, has been the
principal cello in the
Jackson (Tenn.) Symphony I Orchestra since it
was established 22 years

ago, plays principal cello
in the Paducah Symphony and has performed
frequently in Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
In addition to cello
recital work in the area,
he has played in several
campus groups, including
the faculty string quartet,
faculty string trio and
other ensembles, as well
as giving numerous
recitals on the campus.
Mason also established
the Purchase Area Youth
Symphony Orchestra and
has served for several
years as conductor of the
Murray State Symphony
Orchestra, which performs two concerts each
year and has presented
several summer "Pops"
concerts.
Besides leaching and
performing, Mason has
also achieved success as
an author. His text entitled "Essentials of 18th
Century Counterpoint,"
published in 1968, is widely used in colleges and
universities throughout
the United States,
Canada, England and
New Zealand.
Mason, whose teaching
specializations have been
counterpoint, music
theory, cello and string
base, earned the B.M.
degree at the Yale
University School of
Music and the M.A. in
music education degree
at Columbia Teachers
College.
A boating enthusiast,
Mason has been active in
the U.S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary. He has served
as acting flotila commander and division captain in the local organiza-

tions. For several years,
he taught safe boating
courses in Murray and on
the campus.
Mason served from
1942 to 1945 in the Army
Air Force as a radio
operator-gunner on B-17s
and other aircraft in the
European Theater. His
World War II service
earned him the
Distinguished Flying
Cross and the Air Medal

Hospital lists admissions
Adults 122
Nursery 6
05-28-82
Newborn Admissions
Janet Hutchens and
baby girl, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.
Debbie Stigall and baby
girl, 401 Carroll, Paris,
Tenn.
Dissmissals
Debra A. Galbreath
and baby boy, 114 Spruce,
Cindy L. Cleaver and
baby girl, 1414 E.
Stadium View Dr.,
Vanessa J. Mott and baby
boy, 321 Irvan, Debra M.
Colley and baby boy, Box
1025, Paris, Tenn.,
Barbara D. Hart, 1712
Wells Ext., Mary Irene
Garland, 316 South Ninth
St., William E. Wright,
326 Edgewood, Paris,
Garvie Josephine
Robinson,Box 30, Riviera
Court, Martha Sue
Underwood,Rt. 1, Hazel,
Dale W. Dycus, 923
North 18th St., Christine
E. Coles, 304 A
Drawbridge Trace,
Paducah, Euple Bean,
Rt. 6, Arthur D. Smith,
1824 Vaughn, Paris,
Tenn., Darell Gibson, 909

91-DAY
MONEY-MARKET CERTIFICATES
Rate good
Titre Joie 7tli

Hog market
Federal-Stale Martel News Service June 1,
11M
Kentucky Purchase Area Hag Market
Report Includes4 Buying Stations
Receipts FflMoIs Act. Mil Est MO Barrows & Gilts compared to Lost Friday
Waded compstisan .30 higher Sows limited
essmarissu 1.0-2.41 higher
US 1-2 21111-21111bs
121154121
US2111-tIIIhs
120054015
US 3310-221111n.
WWII IS
USW WPM Ihs.
127.21-2121
Sows
US I-1270-374lb
141.12-21.111
US 1-3 MI-412 Sis
134 10-51.21
01 3442.1111
US 1-301411 lbs
US 1-3 NNW lbs
07•11-$4.111
US 3-3IRMA Kra
SO 111-111.111
Boars 431114 MI
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"Large enough to be strong, yet small enough to be friendly."
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Nixon said Reagan is
"Much smarter than
most of his critics have
given him credit for.
Let's look at how they
thought about him.
Remember, when he
started to run he was 'too
old.' Well, he's
demonstrated that age
doesn't seem to bother
him. He's a very vigorous
person in terms of what
he's been able to do.
"And others have said,
'well, he's just an actor,
sort of a dunimy," Nixon
continued. "But I knew
before that Reagan would
never have reached the
place that he was in
California and handled
things shrewdly (as
governor) in that very
difficult state and very
large state the number of
years he did being a dumChevrolet

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
New 1982 Chevrolet Chevette
Stock No. 931 In Stock
$

3989Per Mo. With Approved Credit
$30000

Down

EPA 42 MPG Highway
Price ;4996 48 Payments
Freight $275 At S139.89
Tax $275 Interest $1469
12.8 Rate Avail. Until 5-31-82)

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLE
53-2617

Gm QuAuTy
SERVICE PARTS

GM

641 S.

Murray

1211211MAL MOTORS PARTS EMMISIOSI
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Try the
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"He's going to be able
say, 'I promised that I
was going to cut taxes,'
and he has," Nixon said.
"He will have cut taxes,
he will have cut inflation,
he will have cut government spending and he
will have cut unemployment,in my view, by that
time and will have
strengthened the United
States so that we have a
better base from which to
build a world of peace in
the future."

Chevrolet
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Compounding Prohibited By Federal Regulations
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North 18th St., Clifton T.
Key, Rt. 1,
Larry H. Black, Rt. 1,
Michael R. Corbin, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Mary
Jane McDougal, 503
North Fourth St., Jessie
L. Humphreys, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Edna L.
Durham. Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.,
Minnie H. Carraway,
Rt. 4, Murray, Lucille B.
Walters, 1204 Grove St.,
Paris, Tenn., Clessie N.
McClain, Rt. 1,
Palmersville, Tenn.,
Mabel L. Sykes, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Clyde
H. Roberts,Box 424,
Lorene I. Berry, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Eunice
D. Crutcher, Rt. 1, Dover,
Tenn., Mary C. Graham,
Rt. 8, Ophie M. Paschall,
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
Myrtle L. Boyd,Rt.3.

80s, rather than the 60s.
He's got to get some new
ideas. But he is a very
practical fellow, and he
will get some new ideas.
He'll do what is
necessary."
But Nixon said Reagan
will seek and win reelection.

So tasty. Tender, boneless pork sizzled and
served on a toasted roll with tangy pickles
and onions. Try our big
treat. McDonald's big
McRib Sandwich.

THE HIGHEST RATE of any financial institution in the Kea offering
91-Day Certificates. Only $7,500 minumum. Insured by the FSLIC.
When it's NEW and inalingf
you can rest assured it'll be at MI!

with four oakleaf
clusters.
Mason and his wife
Dorothy are the parents
of a daughter and a son,
both graduates of Murray
State.. Katharine teaches
strings in Urbana, Ill.,
and Robert works in
audio at WTBS-in -Atlanta.
The Masons will continue to make their home
in Murray.

WASHING TON (APIFormer President Nixon
says Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy is a practical
man who will "do what is
necessary" to seek the
presidency in 1984,
whether it be losing
weight or changing his
ideas.
In any event, the
Massachusetts Democrat
will lose to President
Reagan, who will decide
to seek a second term,
Nixon said in an interview on the CBS Evening
News broadcast Monday
night. Further excerpts
were scheduled to be
aired on the CBS Morning
News this week.
Former Vice President
Walter F. Mondale
doesn't even have a
chance of winning the
Democratic nomination,
Nixon says. "No way.
He's just a warmed-over
Carter."
Nixon predicted the
Democrats will nominate
Kennedy for president in
1984, but said Reagan
would win the contest.
"Kennedy will win the
Democratic- nomination
because it's four years
past Chappaquiddick,
four years more for that
in the background," Nixon said. He was referring
to the 1969 accident in
which Mary Jo
Kopechne, 28, drowned
after Kennedy's car
crashed into the water at
Chappaquiddick, an
island adjacent to Martha's Vineyard off the
Massachusetts coast.
Before running, Kennedy has "got to lose 20
pounds," Nixon said."He
also has got to enter the

-

